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Hate Crime

Timothy DuWhite

What about the boy with wolf ’s skin?
What about the cabin and the shadows;
how a lumber jack made a rocking chair
out of him. The boy, never taught
the danger in disguise. How a face covered
in flesh wouldn’t mask the beast hidden inside.
First cut went to the chest; the blade ran from inside
out. They peeled off all the fur that matted the skin
and left him on the tiled floor shivering naked. Covered
all of the tracks he left in the woods. Called the shadows,
retaught them their stories. Picked up the axe, taught
it it’s meaning. Picked up the teeth; let it watch from the chair
“Oh what big mouth you have,” said the teeth from the chair.
“Oh just better to bleed with,” said the blade inside
of the boy. Besides, it was the wolf skin boy who taught
the lumber jack how to swing his axe. All the practice his skin
would give him. You should see the sparks that’ll follow the shadows.
Look to the ground and see all the skid marks the twigs covered.
“Oh such big hands, such big hands, you’ve nearly covered
my face,” said the blood from the ground to the teeth on the chair.
“He did, he did, nearly broke my jaw!” said the shadow
on the wall of the teeth on the chair to the blade inside
of the boy. The wolves skin boy. The boy with the skin
made for hiding; till found and beaten the way an axe is taught.
His hood was red; same hood from the woods; the hood that taught
the blade inside of the boy how to gut like an axe. The hood that covered
it’s tracks. That made a liar out of the footprints; the evidence; his skin,
his wolves skin parted like crucifixion. Bones like a rocking chair
cut from the wood of a winter. A splintering mess prodding from inside
a wood cabin chest, without enough words to feed the shadows.
None of the animals of the forest responded to the shadows,
to the sparks in the dark or the wolves skin boys hollow. They taught
twigs in the ground how to hold their own water. Taught the inside
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of an oak how to stand when twigs crumble. He was covered
in blood, “but at least it was his own,” said the teeth from the chair,
without a voice to call home, to the boy on the ground; the boy with the
skin.
It’s kind of like a shadow the way a body can be covered.
Back when I was an axe I was taught how to blend in like a chair.
But eventually you’ll just cut yourself from the inside and expose the fur of
your skin

9

Rebuke

Michael Morelli

The morning was rather cold. The sky cast a silver hue over the
rooftops of the quaint little Vermont village he called home. The
manicured lawns seemed to dance as light scattered in the drops of dew
resting on the bright green blades. He decided to walk to work that day,
only realizing that it was a poor decision when the chill swept through
the air and found comfort in his bones. He felt the weight of his breakfast
bearing down on him oddly comforting. The cold glass of orange juice,
the scalding mug of jet black coffee, and the delectable poached egg and
canadian bacon perched on top of an English muffin, smothered in thick
hollandaise. I love my wife, he thought to himself as a whimsical smile
crossed his lips.
With every step he felt that all too familiar sensation of time
coming to a complete and utter stop – something that tended to happen as
he neared the glass-fronted prison he called work. He reveled at the sheer
size of it – how it seemed so very out of place against the backdrop of
quaint suburban homes and independently owned farmer’s markets.
Coming to the massive entryway, which resembled a door in much the
same way a Tyrannosaurus Rex resembles an ostrich, he grasped the cold
steel handle which sent a chill through his core. This made the discovery
that it wasn’t opening even more frustrating. He located the smallish
black buzzer hidden inconveniently beside the scanner. He pressed it
with his knuckle and, with an almost inaudible click, the glass panel
swung open.
The lobby always impressed him. Whether it was the vaulted
ceilings or the Venetian replicas tacked on the gold and cream walls, it
made him feel so insignificant. Hearing his echoed footsteps only
heightened the sensation. He spotted a group near the elevator door and
watched as their blank expressions grew cold with the same distant
nausea that he was feeling. We’re all so programmed, he thought, as he
nervously gnawed at the soft flesh in his cheeks. The antique arm above
him twisted to the left as the car began to descend. After a long pause the
door parted, as if to say it preferred they take the stairs instead. The
group piled on while shouting out their desired floors, completely
unaware of those around them.
Standing inside of the elevator, he felt a cold bead of sweat begin
to form on his right temple. He raised his arm and wiped the droplets off
his brow leaving an unflattering mark on his sleeve. Tight spaces always
bothered him and a crowded elevator was no different. He could handle
the gentle ride up the narrow, dimly lit shaft, but it was the constant jolt
of stopping at every floor and the incessant cry of the twenty year old
buzzer that created a whirlwind of nausea. He thought of the bright
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yellow hollandaise and winced.
With another loud buzz and an unsettling moment of silence, the
door parted. The space before him unfolded into a monotonous blend of
tightly woven dark green carpet and ivory walls dotted with brass
sconces that coated everything in a warm light. He walked into the
endless passageway and began to make the trek down to the office where
he’d spent three quarters of his daily life when he suddenly realized that
he had no idea where he was.
He began to run frantically searching for somewhere he could
recognize, but to no avail. Everywhere he looked seemed so foreign. So
distant – so far from reality. As he stumbled through the halls he tried to
force open every door he passed. They wouldn’t budge, as if they were
cemented in place.
The last door opened to the stairwell and he began to descend,
taking care to notice each step beneath his feet. He quickened his pace,
feeling every emotion and thought coalesce into a single sensation – one
that ran from his firm grip on the railing to his fingertips. Overcome by
the friction he reflexively loosened his grip and felt himself begin to
tumble down the cold steps.
Unfortunately, he was not graced with the ease of
unconsciousness as he fell and had the opportunity to experience the
crushing pain of two of his ribs splintering against the cement. He hit the
floor with a thud and wondered if head trauma would have been a
blessing.
Stumbling to his feet he felt a painful spasm as his broken ribs
shifted their position. With each passing breath, the pain became more
real and intense. Overcome with the sensation he promptly vomited,
watching as the bright yellow hollandaise spread across the stairwell
floor. He thought it might make him feel better. It didn’t. Feeling he
could descend no longer and despite his haste, he thought he should
probably take the elevator.
It was odd to feel such relief in a place he hated and, at times,
feared. But for now, the elevator gave him a moment of reassurance.
Something familiar he could touch and hold on to. Unlike the empty
corridors where he felt exposed and alone, it was here, now, that he felt
safe.
Released into the lobby, he was once again overcome by mixed
emotions. He marveled at the vaulted ceilings tiled with muted earth
tones erupting in a dizzying pattern. The Venetian replicas, the gold and
cream walls, the way his steps echoed off the polished marble, the
familiarity of feeling overwhelmed. At this moment, like the elevator, he
wished he could stay there, hold on to that brief moment of clarity, but
even then as he made his way toward the exit, he felt a distance creep up
through his thoughts, his feelings began to drift and the faces tacked on
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the gold and cream walls lost their features. Again, he quickened his
pace, measuring his steps even more carefully, wincing at the pain in his
side. He reached the door and leaned against it. He dreaded the outside –
afraid that this nightmare may not be over. That this phenomenon might
not be contained within these walls. He braced himself, winced, and
pushed.
There was not a voice. Not a sound or vibration. No murmurs in
the distance. No sirens, chirps, whistles, blaring or screams. He saw no
cars or trucks or planes in the air. No mothers walking their children. No
squirrels or chipmunks or birds singing. No dogs on leashes or men
obsessively checking their watches. Not even the sound of the breeze
rustling the leaves on the trees. The chill that sank into his core managed
to dwarf the horror he endured earlier, and that fleeting feeling began to
resurface with a vengeance. He began to run, pacing each foot in front of
the last, the pain intensified with exertion. He proceeded past the empty
parks and empty houses. Gazed upward at the empty skies. The quiet
outside even more intense than before, as even the sounds of his
footsteps and breath were lost in the void.
He came to another desolate road and stopped. Something felt
right about this road –familiar. He looked around for clues, something he
could recognize and grasp. He looked at the hydrant overgrown with ivy.
He looked at the hanging branches overtaking the stop sign and the
blades of grass that grew into monstrous structures of their former selves.
He began to wonder just how long he was inside that building. Just how
long have they been gone? He noticed the corner house with the blinds
that were constantly drawn to avoid exposing the strangled spaces
cluttered with artifacts, some too old to identify. He lowered his gaze
and, at that moment, one of the few memories left in his fleeting
conscience materialized before him. He lost sight of his pain and the
feelings of abandonment; the feelings of hopelessness. He shifted his
weight toward the house, his legs trailing behind him. He didn’t bother to
look where he stepped, he didn’t notice the sky or the silence. He wanted
nothing more than to reach that house. The one that remained a mystery,
felt so distant, until now. Until everything else disappeared.
He reached the window, not bothering to try the door, he used his
elbow from one arm to break in the glass, taking care to shield his ribs
with the other. The sound of the glass was deafening, he hoped for the
clatter of an alarm, something that noticed his intrusion – that realized he
was there. What he heard was silence. He climbed in, mindful of the
shattered remains of the window and his aching ribs. He steadied
himself, peering at the piles of boxes and memories on display. Fixed on
the family portraits carefully arranged in crates stacked neatly on the
floor. He tiptoed through the clutter, careful not to disturb the heaps of
empty cartons and containers. Stepping toward the center of the room he
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transfixed on a pile of newspaper clippings scattered haphazardly on the
floor. He reached through the pile and shuffled through them feeling their
crisp edges against his tired hands. He passed by the statues of Angels,
Saints, and Mary, and Jesus arranged on a shelf riddled with scratches
and dust. There were several couches in the space, and chairs, desks,
lamps, tables, chandeliers with their wires exposed that lay slumped and
forgotten, wires of all kinds that once had purpose, and toys and games
missing their pieces. He collected his thoughts and gathered himself as
best the space would allow. This was someone’s life. This was someone’s
history. It seemed so wrong to hold on to things like this, such trivial
things, but it seemed so wrong not too. He felt attached to these things.
Maybe because they were the only things he thought he knew. Maybe
just because he was curious. He was so accustomed to distancing himself
from things, like the things you hear on the news and the accidents you
find yourself passing by. He was even starting to disconnect from the
events that transpired today, but for some reason, this stuff, these things
in this particular house, they bothered him. They felt familiar. He felt
connected to them.
Outside he felt the cool breeze lap against him and could hear the
soft rustle of the leaves. As he walked away from the cluttered house, the
sound of the rustling began to fade and the air, once again, became still.
He walked toward the horizon, gazing upon the setting sun. He
welcomed the cold night air and saw the end of this horrid day as relief.
All he wanted now, more than anything, was to feel the warm embrace of
his wife. To feel her soft skin and smell her faded perfume on the nape of
her neck. He wanted to caress her back and kiss her lips, and feel the
touch of her legs entwined with his. Though, he knew there was little
hope of her being there. There was little hope of anyone being anywhere.
Everyone was gone. Why he remained was a mystery. The most he could
hope for was the soft comfort of his own bed. If he could scream he
would, but he needed the energy to get home – whatever home was.
Whatever home looked like.
As he marched on, the air soon went from refreshing to hostile as
it whipped his muddled shirt into a frenzy. He pulled the slack fabric
tight around his neck and subdued the flailing. Walking further, he began
to feel the tiniest fraction of hope well up within him. The first time he
felt such a feeling since the day began. His footsteps responded by
increasing in intensity. As the night fell, the sky grew cold with warm
pastels that filled him with ease. The day was almost over. Looking in the
distance, against every notion of every thought and every possible
combination of emotion that he felt that day, he suddenly realized, that
what seemed to just materialize in the distance, could be nothing else
than his house.
Running, he thought again about his wife. He felt that she must
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be there. She must be the last one remaining. She wouldn’t leave him like
the others. She would stay behind, like she always did. That last thought
ground his footsteps to a halt. He tumbled over himself and met the road
with his pallid face. The last sound he heard was the sudden crunch of his
skull shattering against the cold black surface.
She lets out an inaudible shriek as the last remaining volume of
air escapes her lungs. Shaken by the horrific events that have unfolded in
her head she sits up, wide-eyed and petrified. She uses the edge of her
kingsize-pillow-top to steady herself as she props herself, exhausted, into
the crutch leaning against the wall. Making her way into the bath, she
toggles the switch and watches as the reflection of a battered woman
flicks into focus on the vanity mirror. She palms the bruises on her face,
and leans into her crutch as her broken ribs shift in agony. She finds
herself gazing into her beaten expression, lost in the cavernous recesses
of her tortured mind. She is shackled to this man. She gently pushes the
mirror to the left to reveal a small safe recessed in the wall. She twists
the combination with care, as she’s done many times before to retrieve
the artifacts of her past and the relics she loved the most. She peers inside
and locates the only relic in this space that is not hers. The one he
insisted he store for his protection. The irony. She grasped its handle and
cushioned its form against her chest.
With purpose and despite the crutch, she glides like an olympian
on ice back to the slumbering mass. She carefully tilts her head and
directs her aim at his relaxed and peaceful body. She pulls in a deep
slow breath and stands frozen for a moment, calculating the trajectory.
She exhales very slowly and gently pulls the trigger.
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Kaddish: 10/03
Elizabeth Smith
Lover, you’ve brought out the strangest soul in me
The evening we spent alone in the bowels of your uptown cave.
That misting early morning bookended by heaving, dew-dripped flesh,
and now-deceased men warbling our favorite kind of blues.
The night that I woke several times to feel you resting, almost too close,
your calloused fingers tracing cursive
up and down the curves you covet so, and I lied within your touch, feigning
dream.
Lover, I am tired
Of knotting teeth while you deny the way the insides of my thighs unnerve
you.
Why must I observe the way our bodies intertwine with eyes jammed inside?
Afraid to feel the way your knotted hair dribbles down my face.
Lover, I have waited for this night
With lines that hypothesized the way you’d feel inside of me
for four fucking years, I paced the streets of your city in graceless wait,
but songs from other sirens sang and the calls of Zion stole you away,
leaving me to recreate in innocent rhyme how we could have lived
the lives our favorite poets prophesized.
Hitchhiking like heathens and making love like wild animals
every single morning in the trees underneath the Mason-Dixon line.
Lover, I cannot bear to wait another four years’ time
We may pray to different gods, but I know we find salvation every time
our hips align.
But lover, I grow weary of protecting you from my capsized face,
as you lament how all I represent to you is sin inside a porcelain sheath
Maybe instead of leaving me to slouch across the eighty years of wire and
light
that connects where I’ve left you with my future that drags me back across
the Palisades,
you’ll admit instead that finally, it might be time for me to stay.
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Shudder

Diane Mangru

The trees are rustling.
Creaking. Cracking. Cringing.
				Nervous.
Their children are crunching from her merciless nature.
The wind is egotistical.
She forces her way between the crevices of each and every arm,
beneath each forgotten fingertip.
And these arms,
they’re losing themselves somewhere in her gusts.
She’s powerful and they’re dripping
as she whips them unsparingly.
And they drip
		drip
		
drip
onto the blue ceramic tiles that flood the maple bench.
A lost child among dying children.
And the leaves,
and the branches,
and even the tiles,
they’re screaming, hoping someone will hear them.
And the wind,
she cackles.
In her undeniable glory,
she has won her howl.
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Forgiveness

Michael Keane

The door opened, my slim body slipped through the cracks into the
light of my home. Everything was silent as I placed my bag down upon the
floor. It’d been a few years since I was here. I couldn’t stand it anymore, so
much hate consuming every soul that entered it like Hades. I never thought
I’d return… to the fighting, the flying dishes, and the disappointment that
lay inside my memories. I never wanted to return and yet I was here drawn
by a call. “Hello?”
The house was cleaner then I’d remembered; objects of religion
placed around. The walls were replaced, repainted to cover any marks of
the past that still remained underneath. I made my way through the horrors that covered my past, to the room where the tormented beast lay. The
door leading to the chamber was already open as I walked in. “Dad, it’s me,
Alex.”
The beer cans and liquor were replaced by the religious pretenses
of a man desperate for salvation. He clung to a rosary and bible as his
eyes shifted towards my presence. His eyes were glassed over as he walked
towards me. “Thank God,” he whispered, “I didn’t think I’d get to see you
again.” The photos of his past were shadowed by his body as he pulled
away. “How’ve you been?”
The man that stood in front of me was not my father, but a man
faced with his own mortality. He was a man forcing his way into the eyes
of God, reconciling his wrongs in a last ditch effort of reaching salvation.
“What did you need me for?” I backed away. “You haven’t called me for
three years. Why now?”
There was silence, I was sure he didn’t expect to be put in this position so fast. He took a seat, glancing out his window. “I know I haven’t been
a good father in any sense.” He paused, “I know I was never there for you,”
He glanced at his military badges before continuing. “I spent so many years
just searching for a life to kill, my work to delve in. An anger to quench.”
I sat watching as his face changed; it grew softer as he spoke. “I wanted to
say I’m sorry for everything I’ve done to you and your mother. I know she’s
not here anymore because of me. You’re the only family I have left.”
“Just say it.”
“I’m sorry for hurting you. I’m sorry for beating you, I’m sorry for
always being what my father was to me.” He stopped, his eyes beginning to
tear; I’d never seen this side of him before. “I’m sorry I’m the reason your
mother shot herself. Please, would you forgive me for every wrong I’ve
done.” I didn’t respond. I looked at him with disbelief. After my whole life,
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he decides to do this now. “Please forgive me. I want to change, be better…”
I walked away; I couldn’t hear his bullshit anymore. “I’m leaving,”
I made my way towards the door. “Maybe you’ll actually mean it when you
call me in another three years.”
“I’m sorry,” He said again, “Goodbye….” Looking over my shoulder I could’ve sworn I saw a genuine look of disappointment in his face at
my departure.
The door closed behind me. I made my way throughout the house.
I slung my bag over my shoulder. I reached for the doorknob. I heard a
gunshot ring out.
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Merk

Connor James Bosworth

“Merk!”
The proclamation of homecoming
The triumphant cry
Announces the presence
Of a housemate
“Merk!”
The exclamation celebrates
Victories over Incompetent realtors,
Absentee Australian landlords,
And scarcely organized undergrads
“Merk!”
Lays claim to a small piece
Of God’s green Earth
Tucked away
In the folds of a Bloomfield suburb
“Merk!”
Chants the party guest
“Merk!”
Slurs the drunkest one
“Merk!”
Follow all the rest
“Merk!”
Shout the children of the sun
The cold keg and crack of can-tops
Create chatter among the crowd
Liquid confidence calms the soul
While the music becomes loud
“Merk!”
Yell the new arrivals
“Merk!”
In reply
“Merk!”
A revel for survival
“Merk!”
Until we die!
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Something

Nathan Hicks
Inks & Watercolor
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Acting Happy

Christian Felicioli

She sits there with sad eyes, surrounded by people she wishes
she could talk to. Sure, she’s talking now. They sit there and talk about the
weather, sports, music; but not about what is really on her mind. And sure,
she smiles and laughs and converses, and sure she seems happy.
But if you took the time to look into her eyes, for longer than just
a passing glance, you might see it.
You might see the sadness.
You might see the pain.
You might see her suffering inside.
But most visible of all, you would see the words on her mind.
The words she wants to say.
The words she wishes she could say.
The words she doesn’t trust herself to say. Not without breaking
down.
So instead, she just sits there with sad eyes, acting happy.
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Ophelia					Editor’s Choice

Sara Stricker

Rosemary and pansy circle
sanity, searing violets
to my skull. Sable curls spiral
under daisies, delicate white
drops. I, crowned in forget-me-not,
fallen off the edge and into
fever, grant him his words – words, words! –
that ghostly still whisper and catch
at crinoline and lace. The wet
pace of water warbles mermaid
words at me, tempting, tearing me
twenty times asunder. Under
I am, awake and alive with
the allure of my own drowning
as my blue tongue stills, unbreathing.
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How to Make someone believe you are interested in their conversation...
Glenn Dungan

An Instruction Manual on Acting and Deceiving
Every day there are thousands of scenarios in which someone is
forced into a dull conversation. These confrontations are unnecessary and
do not offer any benefit for listening. Perhaps someone has tried to tell you
that their puppy named Skittles is now two years old, or maybe you have
been placed into the predicament in which you are forced to acknowledge
what the cashier at the local grocery store said. To put it frankly, you don’t
care about the conversation in which you find yourself, but you want to be
polite with showing farce interest.
These incidents are wide spread and can happen spontaneously
before you can mentally and emotionally prepare for a nonsensical and
meaningless gibberish that can only be described as torture. However,
by reading this instructional manual, the odds of evading a meaningless
conversation that is beyond the label of “casual talk” will be reduced
significantly. Follow these protocols and you too can be a part of those not
involved in mental stasis brought upon by their peers. Keep in mind that
reading this manual will not prevent a useless conversation entirely, but will
teach you skills of evasion and diversion necessary to survive the mental
abuse of unnecessary and uninteresting engagements.
Phase 1: The Greeting
The first step of any conversation is the greeting. This is perhaps
the most effective method of preventing a nonsensical conversation from
ever occurring. In order to evade confrontation with a bland peer, one must
learn the techniques to obtain the momentum from the start. The most
effective, yet difficult tactic for ultimate prevention is to avoid Human life
altogether. Living as a recluse will ensure that interaction will be kept to
a bare minimum. However, one must note the negatives attached to this
powerful tactic. It is proven that a lack of socializing leads to misanthropy
and pale skin. When combined together, people will see you as socially
threatening and reject any conversation when a significant one is needed.
Obviously, becoming a creepy recluse is not a suggested method
of avoiding meaningless conversations. Instead of evading all organic life,
it is possible to maintain dignity and politeness while rejecting a peer from
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the initial confrontation. Imagine yourself in a scenario in which you are
partaking in a brisk walk down the street. You have a goal in mind; you
intend to ride solo without any interruptions. Suddenly, as if a red light
flashed, a peer approaches you with the incentive to start a conversation.
They will be oblivious to your actions and anxiety of forced company, and
proceed to speak. Your peer may start with a simple, “Hello. How are you?”
Or a more straight forward, “You won’t believe what happened to me the
other day!” It is now your initiative to manipulate the momentum of the
conversation, that is, how long the span of the chat will be, at which speed
the “purpose” travels, and most importantly, when it will end. It is at this
point that you must decide between two choices. The first is to stop your
current endeavor and chat with your time violating peer, but that would be
for naught as you have places to be and the time that can’t be spent. The
second is to make an excuse. Here is a list of suggested excuses:
-“I’ve got to be somewhere, sorry.”
-“I’m on my way to the bathroom, can’t talk now.”
-“I’m kind of in a rush, let’s chat later, okay?” (CAUTION: This opening
may lead to future engagements!)
Keep in mind that these are merely suggestions. Don’t be afraid
to make up your own. Be creative! Now, your peer may or may not fall for
such a folly. If they do, then give yourself a relieving sigh and a pat on
the back, because you have successfully avoided a pointless conversation!
However, if your polite resistance is ineffective and your friend says
something such as, “Oh, that’s okay, I’ll come with you!” then you are
facing a predicament much more dangerous than mindless chatter. For the
remainder of this manual, these particular type of people shall be referred
to as “Type B”.
Phase 2: The Preparation
Type B people are a persistent bunch. They will stop at nothing
to inform you that their cousin Jacob graduated college and that he is now
becoming a lawyer in Chicago. Possessing complete obliviousness and the
automatic assumption that their stories are important and everyone listens,
Type B’s are literally unable to feel the stern stares of their peers. In fact,
they cannot feel anything at all albeit the self-satisfaction they feel when
they end their tale. These people are masters of the craft of nagging, and
the only way to detach from their clawing grasp is to outsmart them.
The first step to guarding against someone of this status is to
acknowledge your surroundings and evaluate your current predicament.
During the start of the engagement, listen closely (for you are virtually
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forced to), and ask yourself the context of the conversation. Using this
knowledge, you can form the basis of your arsenal to assist in pushing your
Type B friend away. After you gather the data needed to secure your tactics,
further focus upon the conversation is unnecessary. Here are a few things to
look out for:
Body Posture: Ask yourself, how did your peer approach you? Were they
slouching? Jumping with uncontainable glee? Crying, even? Body posture is
the most important piece of information that you can collect before setting
up your defense. Having knowledge of what their posture dictates assists
you in mentally preparing yourself for a sad (yet boring) conversation, a
happy (yet boring) conversation, or anything in between.
Tone of the opening statement: Note the presentation of the greeting. Was
the opening long, monotonous, and dull? Or was it energetic, suggesting a
more upbeat conversation? Take the opening tone into consideration before
you start using your evasive maneuvers!
Body posture and tone often complement each other. They are
the basis of rejecting a Type B whilst maintaining your politeness and
friendship. Remember: having the ability to spot both is key!
Phase 3: Self Defense (The Occasional Uh-huh’s and Casual Giggle)
Now that you have set up the battlefield, you can finally start
utilizing your arsenal of tactics and utilities that will be vital in preventing
the words of your irritating Type B peer from reaching your conscious.
The most prominent tactic is the “Occasional Uh-huh’s”. Occasional UhHuh’s are the most effective way to convince your peer that you are indeed
fascinated by their new favorite band. The trick to wielding the Occasional
Uh-huh’s is to periodically and strategically place them throughout the
length of the conversation. If used effectively, you can manipulate the
momentum of the conversation and fool your peer into thinking that they
have your undivided attention.
Not only are these effective, but the Occasional Uh-huh’s are the
most universal tactic in defending against an insanity bringing engagement.
They are incredibly versatile, and can possess qualities of sadness or joy
in accordance to the opening statement. Depending on how you utilize
the Occasional Uh-huh’s, you may deceive your peer with a drawn out and
sympathetic “Uh-huh”, or a more energetic and ecstatic “Uh-huh”. Use the
shape-shifting qualities of the Occasional Uh-huh’s to your advantage!
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Caution: although the Occasional Uh-huh’s may be tempting to
employ through the entire conversation, use them sparingly, as your peer
may catch on!
Another tactic is laughter, which is a simple-to-learn-but-hard-tomaster technique. Laughter has the unique quality of only being effective
during positive engagements. In order to deploy such an effective tactic, you
must have prior knowledge of the conversation. This is another reason why
you should not forget the preparation phase! Once the preparation is done
and you have achieved the tone of the conversation, only then can you
utilize laughter to deceive your peer.
This defense is not to laugh as if you have just witnessed
something incredibly funny, but to vocalize a “Casual Giggle”. A Casual
Giggle is the action in which one laughs without straining oneself. Another
definition is a small chuckle that barely escapes the mouth. Casual Giggles
are lenient in terms of usage. There is no limit in performing these in a
conversation. By implementing the Casual Giggle repeatedly throughout the
length of the engagement, you can achieve a level of deception and false
attention more efficiently than that of the Occasional Uh-Huh’s.
As stated before, the sole gimmick with the Casual Giggle is
that you may only use it in a positive scenario, such as your friend’s
misadventures at the carnival or how they evaded a parking ticket. During
a negative-toned engagement, such as, how your friends pet passed away,
the Casual Giggle is near impossible to utilize. The consequence of giggling
at a negative story will run the unnecessary risk of making you look like a
heartless individual. Remember, your goal is to be polite in repressing your
Type B pal, and you don’t want to damage the relationship, so keeping your
friend satisfied and away is top priority!
By utilizing these tactics strategically and effectively, you can
control the momentum of the engagement and use it to your advantage!
The Closing
Now that you’ve reached the end of the confrontation, you must
not falter in your efforts to maintain civility and fake attention. The closing
is nigh, and the effectiveness is simply a matter of execution. Depending
on the conversation, you may indirectly remind your peer that you are
in a rush or have got to be somewhere important through the conduit
of side interjections by claiming the priority of your destination. This
is the most efficient and painless tactic to close an engagement, and if
your peer continues to persist, then dire actions must occur. You must be
direct, and if necessary, harsh. Do not be afraid to hurt their feelings, and
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disregard all sense of dignity. If your Type B peer continues to pester, then
that constitutes for a raw rejection of their wishes to continue speaking
incessantly. This is the only scenario when being direct and impolite is
acceptable.
As your mind wrenching tale comes to an end, beware of showing
your gratification of victory. The battle is not over. Simply smile and
perform a variety of actions that signify that you and your peer are traveling
separate ways. These actions include a departing handshake or hug,
among others. Only when your peer is out of sight can you bask in your
jubilance of evading a meaningless conversation. However, pure victory
is not assured, as you must always stay alert for another incident to arise.
You must always be ready for the next mind sapping assault. However,
by implementing this guide on a daily basis you can potentially reduce the
amount of meaningless conversations that you are normally subjected to,
and as such, your life is guaranteed to less stress and more positive energy!
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OMG WTF

Patrick A. Wolkoff

“Policy is what the kingpins want. What the others want is juvenile delinquency.”
one
lillypadleapyear
@
seven0five
p.m.
i went
to take
a piss.
written in barely
discernible scribble
on the white wall
between
the
ultraviolent
ultraviolet
glare
of scheduling
&
the
unforgiving
unexpressive
stare
of the urinal
was written
a quiet
manifesto:
“god is dead,
and we killed him”
which got me thinkin’ ‘bout
citibank bailouts,
lazy luckypenny panhandling for
bonus points bonus points bonus points
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
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April 27,
two hundred years
roots and all
flattening out
homes and churches
like paper
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
the streets on fire in the far off
distance
and me
here in my bathrobe
ain’t seen shit
of suffering
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
black arts movement mortal kombat
i always play as Baraka
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
the fourteen years worth of
life wasted in the warmth
of soaking in
the solvent
of sleep
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
all the ammonium b-12
in the cigarettes
i’ve smoked
i can only imagine
what they put
in the kids meals
prolly not hambugur
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
the work i
haven’t started to
be done with
yet
got me thinkin’ bout
march second one nine nine six
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
swollen belly saviors,
with their fly crusted eyes
blankly blinking
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got me thinkin’
bout the
shitpisswater
coming
from
the sky
from
the midwest
he’s a load of shit
trust me,
i’m a doctor
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
the businesses
in queens,
homeless queens
in queens
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
where we ‘gon live?
how we ‘gon eat?
do i even understand
those concepts?
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
carcrash cacophony
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
hierophant hypocrisy
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
this damn
feeling
i can’t shake:
something’s gon move
got me thinkin’ ‘bout
we killed him,
huh?
dude,
you’re killin’ me...
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The Killer of the Brave, Good, Gentle

Michael Cadmus

The guitar trickles treacherously
out of the radio
Playing the familiar song
You know the one
The red pedal drops into puddles
The Ferris wheel we missed
But that ’93 Taurus
kept us together
The Guinness tastes like gutter but I swallow
The bitterness helps with the doubt
I wanted to burn but I drowned in pureness
I didn’t want a rose but I stepped on it
The ink dries on those letters you sent
The black and the blue seeps through the white paper
Forever a stain
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Sirens

Johnny Muller

On their maiden voyage, Henry tripped over Neiman, their tabby
house cat, in the dark and sprained his ankle. He carried on and his ankle
swelled to twice its size until it looked like a clementine lived in his sock.
When he approached the bedroom Sarah let out a melodramatic scream and
tried to reach for the phone, but Henry pounced on her. He held her hands
behind her back with one hand and put his free hand up her nightgown.
“Wait, why are you wearing panties?”
“What?”
“Why are you wearing panties? You never wear them when you go
to bed.”
“I thought it might be more fun for you to tear them off and jam
them down my throat, no?”
“I don’t know.” Henry slowly got off the bed, scratching his head.
“This is weird. You sure you want to do it?”
“Just pretend it’s not me and you’re not you. Maybe the lights
shouldn’t be out?”
“But if you’re supposed to be sleeping then the lights should be
out,” Henry said.
“If you’re going to trip and hurt yourself we should go about it a
different way.”
They decided that Sarah, his wife, didn’t have to be sleeping. She
could be reading in bed, with the downstairs light left on.
“But won’t you hear me coming up the stairs?” he asked.
“I’ll assume it’s you coming to bed.”
The second time bred success. After Henry tied Sarah’s hands
behind her back with the cords from the window blinds he slid her panties
off. When her underwear was at her knees she started screaming, right on
cue. Henry told her to shut it and jammed the panties in her mouth.
The next morning at breakfast they reviewed.
“I think I should start screaming earlier,” Sarah said.
“Okay, that’s realistic.”
“And louder, really loud, so loud my throat hurts.”
“But we’ll wake the McMerkins.” The McMerkins lived next door.
“Then I guess you’ll just have to shut me up faster,” Sarah said
with a smile, grape jelly hugging the corners of her mouth. Sarah’s brown
hair hung over her face, the bulk of it tied in a loose bun that rested on top
of her head like a bird’s nest. She had thin lips and a long, pronounced,
ski jump nose. Sarah thought her nose resembled a Halloween prosthetic
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meant to accompany a witch costume. Henry found her elongated cartilage
endearing.
“I think you should fight more. You give a good initial effort then
just sort of give up and lie there. Don’t be afraid to hurt me.”
“That’s good Henry. That’s real good.”
“You should probably investigate. I’ll make more noise coming in
so you come downstairs. The bedroom is so cliché, it can happen on the
stairs, the kitchen floor, the basement. There’s no rules here, it’s got to feel
real.”
“You could take me someplace,” Sarah said.
“Yeah, yeah now we’re cooking with gas.”
Sarah and Henry sat on the bed a week later after an especially
dismal performance.
“Don’t tie me up with my own clothes. Bring your own ligatures;
this is supposed to be premeditated.”
Henry went to the local hardware store the next day and bought
orange construction twine, black duct tape and model airplane glue.
“What’s the airplane glue for?” Sarah asked.
“To sniff.”
“To sniff ?”
“Yeah, I messed around with this stuff in middle school. Real
wacky, should add some flare.”
“If it makes you happy,” she said.
The twine chafed Sarah’s wrists and ankles but she insisted she
liked it. “It gives the whole thing character and authenticity.”
“I bet,” Henry said, plopped belly-down on the bed, model glue
smeared under his nose.
Even with the twine, duct tape and ethereal high from the airplane
glue it became perfunctory. They tried new things. After tying her up
Henry would smear the glue on the inside of a plastic produce bag and tie it
over his head and huff and huff until there was no more air in the bag and
his lips sucked against the thin film while his head fizzed like ginger ale and
his lungs screamed and burned.
After putting the plastic produce bag on his own head he decided
to put it over Sarah’s. She would writhe on top of the sheets, her feet kicking off the covers that bunched up at the foot of the bed, and mumble
while her eyes rolled in her head like marbles going down the drain. Sometimes she had hypoxic seizures due to a lack of oxygen, which increased
the pleasurable feelings enormously because her brain became flooded with
endorphins once she regained consciousness.
She suggested Henry get drunk before to see what happens. He
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broke two plates in the kitchen after he stumbled over the radiator trying to
“break in” and then stepped on Neiman’s paw, which crunched like a corn
chip.
“You know what the problem is?” Sarah asked on the way to the
veterinarian.
“What.”
“I can smell you.”
“What?”
“I can smell you. It takes away the danger and dilutes the fantasy if
I get the olfactory reassurance that it’s you.”
“The what?”
“Wear different deodorant or cologne next time. Don’t take a
shower, gain some weight, wear overalls, fake a lisp, shit your pants, something. Make it not be you.”
Henry didn’t shower for six days and microwaved pints of ice
cream mixed with macadamia nuts, avocados halves, and pats of butter
melted in heavy whipping cream. He let his stubble grow and started smoking. He didn’t brush his teeth and plugged his gums with cloves of garlic
like chewing tobacco. He wore steel-toed boots. Henry placed a boom box
on the nightstand.
“What’s that?” Sarah asked.
“A surprise.”
Midway through, Henry reached over and clicked the play button
on the boom box. Stock audio of police sirens played on the CD. The
sirens filled the room. By the end Sarah’s wails drowned out the sirens and
they both nearly exploded with excitement.
That night was the best one yet. After the CD finished, Henry
started it again. He got waxed on cheap gin, held a bread knife to his
wife’s throat and then threw up on her back. Sarah smiled so wide her eyes
squinted. She hadn’t squinted in years.
The following week they decided to take their adventures to a new
setting. They settled on the parking garage of Sarah’s work, a dermatology
office specializing in eczema.
“So how about this,” Sarah said the morning of their big day. “The
top level of the garage is only for paid parking permits, and since nobody
wants to pay for them, it’s always empty. I’ll be there after five; so much
of the office and garage should be empty. I’ll leave the details up to you. I
want to be surprised.”
“Sounds good.”
“Make it real, make it not be you. I don’t want Henry. I don’t want
Henry.”
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“Who’s Henry?” he said smiling, black gunk stuck between his
teeth.
He bought an old, used police uniform from a thrift store. It was
way too big for him and had missing buttons, but what it represented would
suffice. Henry needed someone other than himself to play a police officer,
fully dressed and ready to intervene. The police siren CD was not enough;
it needed embellishment, it needed a complementary force, a real person to
accompany the soundtrack.
Henry paid Freddy, the village vagrant, fifty dollars to partake in
the event. Freddy was a potbellied giant with nappy gray hair who lingered
on street corners and jingled his coffee cup for change. He wore a grimy
sweatshirt, mumbled to himself and laughed at invisible foes.
Freddy agreed. “You got it boss!” he said. Then he cackled long
and hard, so genuine it made Henry laugh too. The two of them stood on
the corner and laughed, a police uniform in Henry’s hand and fifty dollars
in Freddy’s Styrofoam cup.
Henry wanted to believe Freddy would do a good job, that he
would play the CD on cue, that he would dress appropriately in his supplied
costume, and most importantly, that he would show up.
Sarah ambled to her car after work. When nothing happened by
the time she stuck the key in the door, she thought Henry forgot. After she
opened the door, Henry jumped out from behind a concrete support beam
and tackled her. She fell palms first on the passenger seat, her ass in the air
with her knees resting on the driver’s seat.
“You dirty little bitch!”
Before Sarah could scream, Henry had her gagged. He put the
plastic produce bag on his head; the fumes from the glue burning his
nostrils. His head bubbled. Freddy was supposed to turn the tape on after
Henry started, and then appear a few minutes later. There would be a mock
struggle and Henry would drive away, victorious in his nefarious pursuit.
When Freddy didn’t appear, Henry called out to him.
“Sorry boss! Weee hooo, weee hooo, weee hooo, weehooweehooweehoo!” Freddy sold the boom box for drugs after he spent the fifty
dollars Henry gave him on drugs. Instead of the police siren CD, the parking garage filled with Freddy’s psychotic vocal version.
He sat on the ground, his legs splayed outward with his back on a
support beam, masturbating to the scene. He continued to mimic sirens.
“Freddy!”
“Oh boss, so good, so good. Yeah boss, so good.” Sarah climbed
over the center console and Henry started the car. The plastic bag sat
above his forehead like a chef ’s hat. Freddy disappeared in their rearview
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mirror, masturbating, his mock sirens permeating the deck.
The garage deck fiasco dampened their spirits, but other things
started to happen. Henry sexualized everything he said at work. When he
asked for a stapler, he said it in a breathy voice, with his hand in his pocket.
He rubbed up against female coworkers in the copy room and then asked
them if they needed to be refilled. When they turned around stunned,
poised for a slap, he said he meant the paper drawers. Did they need the
paper draw refilled?
“I have a nice ream right here,” Henry would say, grabbing his
crotch.
His briefcase no longer held miscellaneous papers and blue pens
with chewed caps. Instead, his ratty, brown briefcase held duct tape, twine,
a mini crow bar, plastic bags and model airplane glue.
Two burly, apish transit cops arrested Henry in a subway bathroom
after he attacked a woman in the stall. They tazed him when he wouldn’t
drop his ‘weapon,’ which turned out to be a tube of model glue. The produce bag smeared with glue was still on his head when they tazed him and
he fell to the ground and twitched. The woman sat shivering on the toilet,
her legs curled underneath her body with her arms wrapped around her
knees, as if she were about to cannonball into the bowl.
While the transit cops led Henry away he talked in a lisp, spouting
forth incoherent rambles about model airplanes, Freddy, cats with broken
paws and his wife. He told the officers to talk to Sarah; she knew what was
going on, she understood, she liked it.
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I’ve Never Been So Late to Dinner

Adam Melchor

I’ve eaten birds before but nothings ever tasted so bitter.
The crow that is left on my plate flies away and expands its feathers,
rustling in the restlessness of my heart,
chipping at old paint part by part,
and breaking down each molecule that broke me down in the first place.
The analytical science of an “I don’t know” and
an uncertainty of a “do you still like me” meet while I ask myself a
thousand times
before I muster up the blind courageousness to ask her once politely.
By then she was half way up the stairs, preparing the speech to announce
the emptiness to which our look was overdue, overcooked in silence,
brewed with honesty and honestly I had no clue.
I’ve never been so late to dinner.
An elevator later she was heating up my leftovers
for someone else to eat all winter.
Starving with nothing, but the image of those two in my bathroom mirror,
my reflection nonexistent.
All I saw was the hand I used to hold interlocked in one of my old friend’s
fingers.
FUCK THAT.
I scream inside, but all that comes to mind
when she walks by and he turns the other way is
an obligatory hello
and an awkward goodbye.
I’ve never been so late to dinner.
The plates hung over with crumbs
and a scattered party of silverware
lay naked and drunk,
used like asses backed up on
belt buckle canvases.
A blur of inhibitions lost in dance induced romances.
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I’ve never been so late to dinner.
Examining all my favorite zippers on girls
that probably don’t know how to whisper
their echoed judgments to their fellow sisters.
Like social jury duty, it’s my responsibility to feed
their bodies with what they need.
I’ll wear the apron,
strike the match,
and butter the pan ‘til the egg unhatched
has brought itself to edibility.
Silky smooth, no signs of puberty,
shaved by the preparation of her sexual adequacy.
She knows just why I’m here and what she’s doing.
Half naked in her dorm room bed, sharing her comforter
that her parents spent hours and dollars on at T.J. Maxx,
while she sat in the backroom sending me naked pictures she took in the
bathroom.
I’ve never been so late to dinner.
Once the message received settled in between my knees,
I thought to myself,
Should I reply with an ab or a dick pic?
Fuck that shit.
I send her a nude of my soul
and an mp3 of me crying to my favorite song.
So put your dishes in the sink
and leave the rest to my chivalry.
She won’t hear from me again,
unless she orders delivery.
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Fall of a Valkyrie

Joshua Greene

Headlights blared through the Kretinga woods like beaming owl
eyes. Ivan listlessly drove the jeep along the bumpy dirt path. In due time,
it stopped at the awaited destination: a small cottage inn. Before Jabez
stepped out of the car, he saw that the door kicked in with brutal force. As
he peered through the doorway, he saw a pair of high-heels laid upright on
the floor, pasty feet still wearing them. He glanced away from the body to
the wall splattered in a spray of red. Jabez could see that his fellow operatives had managed to complete part of their task so he returned to the jeep.
Once he was inside, Ivan continued driving.
About a few miles down, the path ended. Ivan had no choice but
to park. The two men stepped outside, both dressed casually in black. Ivan
sighed scratching the back of his neck, directly atop his Hades tattoo: a
brimstone skull churning shadowy serpentine fire.
“So,” Ivan reached back into the backseat, taking out a flashlight,
“Why did our superiors ruin our night off to send us on a simple hunt?”
“We were the closest in the area, my friend.” Jabez shrugged, slipping his gun into his holster.
“Hmpf, and you suggested on coming to this country.”
“Well we evaded the trafficking issue in Moscow, did we not?”
“Yes, of course yet we only ran into a bloody über incident here.
‘Let’s go to Lithuania, Ivan, it will be quite a relaxing retreat.’ I beg to differ.” Ivan sneered.
Jabez shook his head as they made their way through the dark
woods. The flashlight almost immediately revealed some heavily imprinted
footsteps in the dirt. A distinct trail of them led the two farther along the
path.
“What are the stats of the target?” Ivan dully asked. Jabez unhooked his Nokia from his phone case. He slowly read his superior’s text
message, mentally translating it from German.
“Our target’s name is Sveta Paulauskait. Age sixteen. Height of five
feet and two inches, Blonde hair, brown eyes, Lithuanian...”
“Obviously,” Ivan rolled his eyes, “I’m more concerned with what kind of
power she’s packing.”
“Not clear. We’ve dealt with a Portuguese time-manipulator, a
Ukrainian with ESP, and Swede who could create explosions, all within the
last few months and all had proven to be formidable foes.” Jabez stated,
scrolling down the screen of his phone, quickly summarizing the information.
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“Well at least one of them joined. It is a disappointment though.
The others would have made impressive comrades if they agreed.” Ivan
sighed.
“It was their choice, Ivan. You are with us or against us—” Jabez
solemnly began quoting Hades creed until Ivan abruptly stopped walking.
“What’s the matter?” Jabez quickly asked, hand on his gun.
“Do you see that?” Ivan lowered his flashlight to reveal an ethereal
light not too far away, obscured by the branches and leaves.
“What’s that?”
“Only one way to find out.” Jabez cautiously headed forward.
His partner followed. As they came upon the source Jabez received a light
nudge from Ivan.
“Is there anymore background information we should know about
her?” Ivan asked.
“Oh, yes. I could only decipher to first paragraph but her father,
Lenka Paulauskas was recently convicted for domestic assault. The mother,
Zaria Paulauskiene had filed for divorce before taking over the family
owned inn. It also said that Sveta was...” Jabez lost his words once he saw
the source of the light.
A shard of solid celestial light was pinned into the tree just like a
knife. The structure was something Jabez had never seen, even in his line of
work. He was attracted to the light like a fly to a bug zapper. Jabez felt the
phone slide from his fingers and into Ivan’s hand.
“Why didn’t you say it was in German? I could have easily read this
for you.” The dim blare of the screen highlighted Ivan’s murky eyes which
crept to the solid fragment of light.
“So this is he to be her power.” Jabez couldn’t help but reach for the hard
light.
“Don’t touch it! You don’t know what it will do!” Ivan screamed
as Jabez’s hand retreated. Jabez decided to examine the radius for anymore
light shards.
Making his way around the tree, he heard his partner speak.
“Jabez, why didn’t you mention that she came from six generations of knife throwers?” Ivan scolded as Jabez walked to the other side.
When Jabez came across the body of his fellow Hades operative, he wasn’t
startled. He’s seen too many to count, but he was slightly surprised by the
majestic light blades embedded in the cadaver’s head like a fatal tiara.
Jabez began to notice entirety the illuminated area. Three unresponsive bodies slept on the ground in eternal slumber. Dozens of light
daggers jutted from the dead operatives, the trees, and the earth. Jabez had
stumbled onto the remnants of a divine battlefield.
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“I didn’t think of it as a problem until now.” Jabez responded to
Ivan as he approached him.
“Mein Gott…” Ivan exhaled with awful astonishment. His wide
eyes darted to each blade and body until his emotions toughened. They
both knew that the situation had to be handled immediately and precisely.
Without glancing at each other, they knew what had to be done. In an instant, Ivan handed Jabez the flashlight and disappeared into the cloak of the
woods. More cautious than before, Jabez walked through the cemetery of
death-like gleam.
Inspecting the area, he edged away from the battleground, pulling
out his gun. With the flashlight on, he hoped that it would attract Sveta out
of hiding. A windless night, he waited for the break of a twig, the rustle of
a bush or the crunch of grass. His senses were at its pinnacle; his mind was
focused on all the possible outcomes. He was ready for anything.
Jabez spotted a glimmer in the corner of his eye. Once he turned
towards it, the light hid behind the forest scenery. He crept towards the tree,
warily speaking to Sveta behind it.
“You can make this less difficult than it needs to be.” There was no
answer as he moved closer.
“You can end all of this. All you have to do is accept the membership into Hades and this whole incident will be thrown behind you. You’ll
be alive without anyone trying to kill you,” He was in front of the tree; the
girl was on the other side. The light dimly shining off the dark leaves beside
the tree, “So what do you say?”
Jabez threw himself behind the tree, his gun aimed at a bouquet of
light daggers. His heart sank. He turned around to see Sveta, the knife of
solid light in her hand. Her fierce eyes were bent on survival.
“No!” She screamed, throwing the blade at his head. He dodged
just in time for the hot glowing knife to zip pass his cheek. As he readied to
take a shot, an immense light emerged from Sveta’s palm. The light-streams
blared from the crevices between her fingers, solidifying into deadly knives.
Three more blades were headed in his direction.
Jabez dropped to the ground. The bright knives narrowly skimmed
over him. He pulled the trigger but Sveta moved out his aim and hid behind
the closest tree. The echo of the gunshots cleared throughout the woodland. Waiting for next her move, he saw the heavenly blue light glint from
the neighboring undergrowth. Jabez rolled into the cover of the bushes as a
vertical line of knives stabbed into the earth.
Jabez studied the position of the projectiles as he raised himself
from the covering. He fired two shots at Sveta half-obscured figure. His first
shot grazed Sveta’s arm while the other carved bark of the tree she hid be-
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hind. Her white shirt suddenly disappeared before it appearing on the other
side of the tree. Before he could shoot, a glowing knife tore through his
upper shoulder with a painful burn. He forcefully bit down on his bottom
lip.
The wound showed no blood, only an incision of burnt flesh. Jabez
couldn’t let it affect him. He had a clear shot, but his last round was wasted
as she ducked. Her blades of light materialized in her clutch. Building ferocity, she chucked her weapon at his head. In quick response, he shielded his
skull with the gun. He let out a vehement curse as an intense burning was
driven into his hand. Jabez stared in dismay at the energized light blade imbedded in through both the gun and his palm. Seeing his delay, Sveta direct
more of the blades at him. Jabez could feel the sting before it made contact
with his body, burning through his muscle and bone.
The impact made him fall onto his back. He stared at the blades in
his legs and shoulders. Disarmed and incapacitated he could only wait for
Sveta’s final move.
Sveta skulked towards him. She gravely generated the blades from
both hands. The immense lighting of the blades gave a menacing mask of
shadows on her face. She was an angelic warrior of death. Jabez held his
breathe. He braced to feel the dense energy in his skull; instead he heard
swift gunshots and Sveta’s aching cry.
She crumbled to the ground as Ivan appeared behind her, his gun
still pointed at her. Jabez could only remain on the ground taking in his
injuries. He could hear his partner’s bitter voice.
“I’ve only shot your legs, a minor wound that could be tended to if
you come with us.” There was a tense silence. Jabez knew Ivan was growing
impatient.
“I don’t have all night!” His gun clicked to speed her response.
Sveta took a deep breath. The great light appeared from the grass. Jabez
couldn’t decipher the words she yelled; however, Ivan could. He muttered
something in her language before giving her his hushing gunshots.
Jabez felt the blades in his body fracture. Around him, the daggers
of light dispersed into pieces. Thousands of glowing particles illuminated
the forests like otherworldly fireflies.
Ivan concealing his firearm, walked to Jabez, helping him to his
feet.
“I thought you’d come too late, partner.” Jabez gratefully said, putting some of his weight on Ivan. Each step had him cringing in pain.
“I came just in time, I always do.” He smiled briefly before he
returned to an unsatisfied frown. They walked away from the bodies, slowly
staggering to their vehicle.
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“So I guess this means I’ll have to dispose the bodies?” Ivan asked.
“I’m afraid so, and the others as well.”
“Why must you always have to wound yourself,” Ivan sighed, “You
always leave me with the clean-up.”
“Under the circumstances, I think I would rather be in your position.”
“No, you wouldn’t.” Ivan said with great coldness. Jabez was taken
off guard, but he understood, probably too well. They both were silent until
they left the forest.
“Ivan, what did she say to you?” Jabez asked as they approached
the jeep. Ivan opened the door, helping him into his seat.”
“She told me to go to hell.” Ivan coughed a feeble laugh.
“And what did you say back?” Jabez asked. Ivan closed the door
looking back for a second.
“I’m already there.” Ivan walked back into the darkness of the
woods. He left Jabez to gaze into the navy sky. The myriad of stars were
like the scattered fragments of Sveta’s light daggers, gradually ascending to
light the darken heavens.
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The Truth About Your Body
Ann Marie Manso
The body does not lie.
-Martha Graham
The stars say that
Jupiter was in Aquarius
the night I chanted my
cinnamon-scented words of love
into your calico skin.
You apologized, as always,
for being so thin,
even as my hands sizzled over your flesh,
enmeshing myself in you.
Why would you apologize
when I idolize every inch of you?
The way your hair
moves, soft, beneath my hands
feeling like the Greek sea on a Saturnless night.
The way your eyes are fossils
peering out at me with the tales
as ancient as the desert sky.
I hear the mumbles of your heart
turn into roars as my lips
trace trails of fire down to your hips,
your bones sticking out like arrowheads,
perfectly carved treasures in my palm.
You fear that your body is not good enough
for my body even as we roll
like the ever changing dunes comprised of
a thousand amber grains of sand.
Your body does not lie, my love.
The stars have commanded that we sizzle beneath them,
we are fated to burn, and die out, maybe even explode.
I see in your body an ancient perfection
sculpted to fit in my arms.
So, I do not lie when I say
how perfect it is.
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The Stone Golem
Moses Maiello
Digital
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The Camaro

Ryan D. Oxild

“I can’t help it; I was born this way.” That was my excuse, and
a clever one at that. That was what I told the judge, at least. I’d do
anything to go back.
Being brought up in the UK underground during the 70’s does
things to a man. It teaches him a sense of being, a sense of thought
unrecognizable by the rest of the world. And although no one in this
whole new world could get through to the core of my thick English
accent, I knew I had connected with the people I call my friends on a
personal level. I knew I meant something to them. For it was they who
brought me in when I first moved to the city, “like something out of
Oliver Twist,” they used to say.
I remember my days back in bleak Kingsford. The grass
was kinda green, ya know, but the sky was always dark, like fog had
permanently declared its residence in South London. Kids like me never
had much to do. We would play football in the street or shoot craps on
the sidewalk, but we were always on the run from thugs and gangs.
I remember this one time we were chased a good 10 minutes or so
throughout the city. Through alleys and on rooftops, we ran, hoping to
escape them, but my good friend ended up being mugged. I never for one
moment thought that I would get caught up in all of that punk nonsense,
but hey, here I am, and for the most part, I’m proud of it.
I’ve established a man out of myself. I’ve got a steady income.
It’s called street life. Hell, it’s one tough life, but I deal with it. I thank
God every night for my friends and my crew. You never know; any
day could be your last. It’s a life expectancy shorter than that of D-day.
Unless you’re really, really smart, you’ve got quite a lot to watch out for.
No one here really ever saw me as an Englishman. I take that as
much more of an insult than they think. They call me “negro” because
of the color of my skin. Here, in the U.S., they don’t care about how
educated you are. They’re proud of their damned amendments. They’re
one damn prude country, I’m certain of that. Here, blacks will never be
equal. White men stare at me from across the street wherever I go. They
give me these cruel stares. I never could stand looks. They always had a
way of mortally upsetting me.
I guess I’ll start with my childhood. I was raised on the edge of
what one might call the “projects”. My mother, a Ghanaian immigrant,
brought me up with whatever cash she could pull out of her wallet. We
were constantly scrounging for money. My father died when I was two
years old. I never forgave him for that, but I thank him for those genes he
had.
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So, one day, as I was walking down this street, this man drove by
in an old rustic Chevy Camaro. I could hardly see him out of the corner
of my eye, but once that big old muscle car entered my peripherals, I
could see him there, and I knew he was up to no good. I wonder why I
thought this way. Maybe it was instinct. Maybe I was just familiarizing
myself with the modern world, but as he coasted by, he had this look in
his eye; this evil look. He stared me straight in the face and gave me an
expression that gradually built from anger to horrid laughter.
And every day, at least once a day around noon as I was walking
home, this man, this strange man, passed me on the sidewalk; whether I
be hanging with my crew or chilling on my stoop at home. This man was
there, every day, giving me that look. It really shook shivers down my
spine.
Then there was this day; this one day. My crew and I were
walking home after an embarrassing defeat of our favorite soccer team.
We damn near caused up a stir at the bar with a bunch of hooligans.
Yeah, I must admit, we were drinking, but who could blame us when life
tosses so much crap our way.
Anyway, this man drove by, like always, pissed and all. I got
wind of his presence. I could see him out the corner of my eye. “Hey, I
know that guy,” I said. “That’s the guy that’s been following me, giving
me these weird strange looks every day. Let’s get him!” So my crew and
I rounded up in front of his car, preventing him from going anywhere. I
went up to his driver-side window and signaled him to roll it down. He
was hesitant at first, so I promised no harm would come to him. It took
a while of convincing, but at last he decided it wouldn’t kill him to open
the window.
When the window was finally a ways down, I, without a single
second of hesitation, reached in and grabbed him. I hit his head against
the steering wheel. “Come out, chap. Come fight like a man.” He didn’t
want to get out, so I opened the door and pulled him out. I tossed him
to the ground and then my crew and I kicked him and pounced about on
him while he begged us to leave him be.
My crew got off the man, but I wasn’t through with this guy.
Maybe I had too much to drink or something, I don’t know, but the fire
flowed through my veins. I was mad as hell. I didn’t even understand
how I could get so fed up about the damn old man, but I went after him
with every muscle in my body.
It was truly a torturous several minutes. He hadn’t had a clue of
what was going on, but the poor man struggled to keep his bones from
breaking. By the time I was pulled off him, he was nothing more than a
bloody pulp, thankfully still with a beating heart and a steadily working
brain.
That was the last I ever saw of the man. As my crew and I fled
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from the scene, someone hollered out of their Harlem apartment window
and an ambulance was heard speeding down the road not too far way. He
survived, barely. I was told I’d put him into a 3-day coma, during which
he actually died twice for a couple seconds.
Regret was gushing through me. The next memory traced me
down to court. I emptied my pockets for the best lawyer I could get, and
he got me six years in the pen. Assault, they said; assault with a deadly
weapon against an innocent victim; premeditated. With a deadly weapon;
where the hell did that come from? My fists, I suppose. I told them I
wasn’t one to use a weapon. I told them I wasn’t who they made me out
to be. They asked me about my thug-hood; my street smarts. I told them,
“I can’t help it. I was born this way.”
Prison was awful. All I have to say about it is that I am damn
glad it’s done with. All that crap you hear about the inside; the showers,
the gangs, the lunch hall; it’s all true. And what television and movies
have to say about it is an honest understatement of the real experience.
Six years have gone by; the longest six years of my life. For a while, it
just gets worse every day, usually, you make something of yourself and
life isn’t so awful shitty anymore. This wasn’t like the outside, though. I
never made something out of myself. I was the bitch when I came in and
I am still the bitch to this day.
I tell all of this to you, because I now have nothing more to lose.
Today is my last day. Today I’ll be a free man, once again. Today, six
years have gone by, and I can finally play basketball in the street with my
friends.
The prison bell tolls, the most beautiful sound I’ve heard in
quite some time. I walk through two heavily guarded gates to the prison
entrance. There, a guard behind a plexi-glass window hands me my
watch, my clothes, and a wallet with just enough bills for lunch at Eli’s.
I finally walk out that door. It’s a sunny, beautiful day. I start walking
down Main Street. I make my way down the sidewalk, like a scenic route
of sorts. I couldn’t be happier to be alive.
When I finally get back to my old neighborhood, still walking
at this time, I can see one of my buddies playing basketball. He calls to
me. I start walking towards him, overjoyed to finally reunite with my old
friends. Just then, I start to notice something; something that wasn’t right,
out of the corner of my eye, in my peripherals. I couldn’t quite make it
out.
I hear a vague call. It’s a man in a car, and he’s yelling to me. I
can’t understand at first, but later made it out. This was a message to me.
“This is for my father,” said the man in the car.
I hear a loud shot, like a baseball bat cracking off a homerun.
And then everything fades to black, and I am nothing.
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Not American

Christopher Rodriguez

How could they tell?
He was a twenty-one year old computer whiz.
He was a cyber-security major in Missouri.
He went by “Mo” and laughed at his own accent.
He had family in another country.
He didn’t know what family meant.
He carpooled to campus.
He rolled j’s in the backseat.
He guzzled moonshine before his nine o’clock final.
He held a right hand to the chest for the pledge.
He never really meant it.
He knew the recipe for Mac Sauce.
He kept a jar of the stuff in the fridge by the Chinese.
He collected fortunes in his sock drawer.
His lucky numbers were 10, 17, and 12.
He still hasn’t found inner peace.
He found new friends on Facebook.
He moved to New York for answers.
He met them in a dark Village bar.
He got plastered off Pabst Blue and Jack.
He screamed “Fuck America” into a toilet bowl.
He bought an iPhone.
He started handing out pamphlets on Wall Street.
He downloaded a calendar app.
He hated the one percent.
He only scheduled one event.
He had dreams of the Federal Reserve up in smoke.
He started hash-tagging like a motherfucker.
He booked a Manhattan hotel room off Expedia.
He believed in change.
He misread the Qur’an.
His phone froze at the worst possible times.
#yolo
Undercover federal authorities thwarted Quazi Mohammad Rezwanul Ahsan
Nafis in an alleged attempt to blow up the Federal Reserve from by detonating what he
believed to be a 1,000 pound bomb with his cell phone.
Officials say it was his determination that gave him away.
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Egyptian Blue				Editor’s Choice

Calvin Bloom

He nestled further back in his seat when the stewardess passed by;
his fingers tightened the brim of the baseball cap over his face. It had been
hard enough boarding the plane without attracting unwanted attention, the
number of the woman who took his airplane ticket was proof of that. The
lustful smile she gave him after slipping the paper into his palm made him
think of an animal in pain. One could not help, but put it to rest. He
dropped it faster than he dropped the phone calls Jeremy made to him on
his way to the airport. All frantic and worried like.
“Chase! Chase, what the hell is going on? I’m outside your hotel
and the people there just told me you checked out hours ago!” It always felt
good to have someone who gave a shit. “Did something happen? Come on
buddy, talk to me. Tell me what’s wrong so I can help.” Good old Jeremy.
Chase Dunwell chose him as his agent from all the others vying for his
attention because he was married with three kids. After they made a couple
of films together, Jeremy made him an unofficial member of that family
(much to his wife’s chagrin, but she warmed up to him). Jeremy was honest
and quiet, the foil Chase needed as an anchor. They hit it off right away and
became close friends over the years. But a rising career could not hide the
fact that Chase had no one left to call his own. Beneath the one night
stands and drinking binges was still that college graduate who buried his
mother after cancer robbed her of her breasts. She had been his only real
family.
“You gonna eat your nuts?” Chase could not stop himself from
chuckling at the man next to him. He was no Swiss Guard, that much was
clear. The man looked about to retort until the tin of almonds was passed
over to him, so he shook his head stiffly. Looking outside at the night sky
as the plane soared over a sea of lights reminded him of a laser tag match
he had back in the day. It was a night just like this. When the stars came out
to play while their mother, that paleness of a dame, graced them with her
white glamor. A presence known too well by all. They were put into a
watered down version of the war between sexes: boys versus girls. Chase
remembered the guns having a limited number of lasers and that most of
the girls ran out when he came for them. They made for easy prey behind
plastic barricades until his own weapon ran out of ammunition. He was
competitive back then, one of those jerks who hated losing in anything that
could be won. When she went to shoot him, Chase remembered grabbing a
fistful of mud, with bits of goose turds in the mix, and nailing her face with
it. The girl dropped her gun and the whole match, once filled with laughter,
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went deaf.
“You did not just do that,” She said this with quiet rage. Fire. He
could see swirls of it behind the grime. Her pupils looked chocolate before,
but now they melted to auburn. Any kid with sense would have run away,
but not him. Chase always had a cockiness about him. An aura of bravado
that challenged anyone tough enough to face him. It was what made him
say:
“It’s an improvement.” He remembered how hard she tackled him
to the ground and how much leaves and earth she smeared over his face. It
was inhuman, the amount of strength she had to shove that much autumn
into his mouth. She yelled out a slip stream of curses that left him jetlagged before someone (or was it an army?) pulled her off him. They had to
wait for their parents to come get them at the security office in the expo.
When they came, hands had to be shaken.
“Chase.” He tried his best to break her french fry fingers.
“Raya.” She dug her nails so far deep into his hand that he let go
before she did. After the plane landed, Chase loosened his jacket to
acclimatize to the weather. He pulled down the hood from his hat to scan
his peripherals for potential cabs. The one that he waved over had old jazz
playing on the radio.
“Where to, friend?” The driver was black. He wore a beret and a
beard which gave him the look of a wise man. He acted the part too. Chase
liked him as soon as he got in the car. It was a priority for him to pay extra
for the man’s services. Not too many people out there were wise. “It’s a
gorgeous night. I’m up for anywhere. Just not the moon. Not much gas left
in the tank.” Chase laughed with the man after he said this. It was settled;
this man was getting a tip.
“Do you know where St. Luisa Middle School is?” Fingers fumbled
around the weight in his pocket until he found crumpled bills. Chase
counted them, then kicked himself for leaving the hotel with less than a
grand in his wallet. Spontaneity was not smart. Good thing he ordered his
ticket the night before online. Now all he had to do was find his way back.
“Sure do. Just a couple miles away. It’s a lovely place.” The taxi
shifted from the curb and glided underneath traffic lights.
“That’s what I heard too.” Chase looked at one particular street
lamp that resembled the one at the bottom of a hill he once knew. He
remembered how his shirt clung to his body as he raced down it. It had
been midnight when she came for him. It was hard to get used to, her living
close. When her family moved to a house next to his, he promised himself
that he would avoid her at all costs. But they lived on top of a hill and all
the other kids lived on the bottom; he hated biking all the way back up after
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playing with them. They never became childhood friends like in the books
that were on his summer reading list. They were nothing more than
acquaintances. Soldiers who hated each other before the war, but when it
came they ended up sharing a smoke together in the trenches. Making the
best of a bad situation.
“Get your bike, Dick Nose,” Raya said through gritted teeth after
Chase looked outside his window to check on his dog. Jet the
Newfoundland was always a pushover when Raya came to visit. Despite all
his attempts at training Jet to hate her along with him, he still loved her. He
always made that whining noise that she silenced with a petting hand; it was
how he knew that she was outside his house at night. Jet died years ago
though. He tried not to think about it.
“Something wrong with the sun, Bitchzilla?”
“Shut up and get out here.” Chase froze when he saw her turn away
from him. She was never the one to break eye contact first. She was the one
other person he knew who had it. That fire rising in the chest. That desire
to win at everything. But he won over staring that time.
“Are you okay?” She walked away before he heard her answer. Now
they were racing at breakneck speed down their hill. Chase never gave dying
much thought until then. Raya did not seem to care that there was asphalt
beneath their wheels or that a simple miscue would see the skin sheered off
their bones. She was always ahead of him. Not matter how hard he tried,
she did not let him pass. Ever. When they finished, both of them felt their
sweat dry in the warm air.
“I think the air gave out in my back tire.” Chase tested out the
spokes on his bike. “Geez, look at my chain. It looks like it’s gonna fall off.
So fucking boss!”
“I’m adopted.” They were thirteen back then. Masters in the art of
cursing and getting into trouble. Always ratting on the other when the chips
were down. Always enemies.
“Holy shit.” They sat half on and half off their bikes underneath
the lamp post, facing each other while basking in its light. “Are you sure?
How did you find out?”
“I made them tell me. I always knew that I was different from
them.” Raya grew up with Italian parents. Rich enough to afford that
mansion of a house she lived in and tan enough to pass her off as their
own. Chase always thought they looked more olive compared to the bronze
that Raya was, but he never thought much of it until now.
“What about your real parents?”
“It was just my mother. She left me at the clinic after giving birth.”
Raya reached for her neck and pulled out a cross made of what looked like
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sea glass. It was blue. “Broken bottles. She was an artist.” She looked sad.
Not too upset to cry, Raya was tougher than that. A quiet sad. The kind that
hurt, but was hidden. “They kept this from me for so long. They had no
right.”
“You shouldn’t hate them for it. They’re your parents; they’re the
ones who raised you.”
“Don’t you see? I’m Brazilian.” Raya choked. No tears, just trouble
talking. This was why she needed him. Why they almost died on the way
down. But what could an enemy say?
“And I’m lactose intolerant. So what?” Chase remembered how she
laughed at that and punched his arm, how the cross made from the splinters
of blue bottles brushed against his wrist, how he did not want this to ruin
her. How if Raya had to be ruined, it ought to be by his hand.
When the taxi reached St. Luisa Middle School, Chase paid the man
a generous amount; he thanked him for the ride and wished him goodnight.
He would have left then had it not been for the driver calling out, “I’ll wait
for you to come back if you want. In case you don’t find what it is you’re
looking for.” He knew that the man was wise.
“That would be swell. I do need to catch a flight back afterwards.”
Chase reached back for his dwindling pocket when the driver waved off
with his hand.
“On the house, son. Do what you need to do.” The look of
understanding on his face after meant more to him than the lagniappe.
When he walked near the school from the cab, he saw that the parking lot
was congested with cars. It was remarkable how even at night, it was hot
enough for the doors to the gymnasium to be left open for cooling. He
stripped off his jacket before he crept inside. The music made by the
orchestra was haunting, but alluring in a way that only hard work conveyed.
When the audience knew the artists upped the ante of their craft for this
one moment in time. The children were dressed up in uniforms and at the
head of the music was a conductor with savage streaks of fawn in her raven
hair. Chase thought of the night before Raya moved away. With beer bottles
that she stole from her father’s liquor cabinet and his backyard ravine in
front of them, she played the oboe (which she hated when her parents
signed her up for lessons, but learned to later love) one last time before
leaving without telling him. Chase had raced to her house, after his mom
asked him if the Moretti’s moved away for there were no cars in their
driveway, only to find it abandoned. It made sense that Raya wanted to
avoid the sentimentality of a drawn out good-bye; Chase just wished she
made the effort. But, what he remembered most about their last night was
not the alcohol or the view from atop the slope or even her music. It was
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the broken bottle cross she casted down the ravine before turning to leave.
“Thank you so much for coming out tonight! We appreciate all
your support! Please give a hand to these kids of ours. They really are a
wonder!” Raya said via microphone to rapturous applause. Mothers and
fathers and siblings and grandparents and teachers all funneled out of the
cramped gymnasium. He saw Raya receive all kinds of praise from parents
and faculty alike. The children all went to hug her after she said how proud
she was of them. Chase made his way over to her with a grin on his face
and fingers around that weight in his pocket.
“Mommy!” A little girl called out and raced past Chase to hug the
back of her mother. The child was lifted into the air, hugged in return, and
tenderly kissed on the brow. A man made his way over to her and Raya lit
up when she saw him. She shifted the girl in her arms to the left.
“About time!”
“I’m sorry we’re late. Traffic was so bad-” She kissed him. The
family began to smile and laugh when Chase had backed away against a
nearby wall. Watching Raya act the part made him feel empty inside like all
the airports and hotels and different cities at midnight and smoking after
living out lies that he loved. But he treasured those stories brought to life.
It was not until a film was finished that the nightclubs and the women
he fucked and the money he spent, because there was too much of it,
amounted to nothing when things quieted down. Chase heard Raya say that
she wanted to help clean up afterwards, so her husband wrapped her in his
coat and left with their daughter. Only then did he move and when they
collided, her coat pocket grazed his hand.
“I’m really sorry.” Raya said. Chase nodded underneath the baseball
cap and walked out of the gymnasium toward the taxi on the curb. The
weight in his pocket finally returned home. He remembered how his hands
disappeared in strewn twigs and foliage while scavenging the bottom of
that woody ravine. It took him weeks of searching and failed efforts before
he found the cross dangling on the crooked hand of a pine branch. He had
been carrying it ever since. Chase liked to think the blue glass that made
the cross was an Egyptian blue. The kind that faded over time, but was
beautiful all the same. It was a color that always mattered to him. He felt
a hue of that same blue when he entered the cab. The driver knew better
than to ask so he began driving to the airport. It was a while before either
of them talked.
“Are you alright, son? You don’t look so good.” The concern of
the man mirrored that of Jeremy which prompted him to nod in return. His
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driver did not seem entirely convinced and even though the man in the back
of his cab seemed okay, there was a blueness to his silence. He turned up
the radio to hear a woman singing for someone to dream a little dream of
her. Chase felt his thoughts drift back to Raya and smiled something sad. At
least someone had done well.
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Should have never known
She must be antique
With those glazed weathered eyes.
A porcelain doll,
Hot nicotine breath and smoke
Billowing from her lips
In the peak of winter.
I hope she doesn’t catch me staring.
Her untold story lingers
Like a half forgotten dream.
Have you ever felt there’re things in life
You should have never known?
My aspirations of tomorrow
Have been decayed by memories
Like cavities to the mind.
I was wanted, once,
And luminous.
A dancer in the night.
Like bursting firefly’s and barefooted walks
Below a thousand dazzling stars
I was free.
Untampered by structured obligations
I rolled dice to my own game
I was a vine with thorns that pierced
Through translucent layers of reality
To an uncontrollable fantasy.
A commodity of both sex
But the feeling of being abused was amusing.
I was a savage beast with diamond bangles
That glistened on my wrist when the spotlight
Positioned me just the way I was supposed to be.
I took lessons from the ease of the oceans current
And borrowed its strength when my skin
Lost its courage to be touched.
I crave that salt water high.
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Elizabeth Hammonds

We were prisoners
Handcuffed to silence
And a winter chill at that moment.
Before she spoke to me.
Between breaths I watched her shiver
Like a addict during detox of the
Painfully forgotten.
She caught me staring.
If only words could set her free.
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To the Little Boy I Once Knew

Tyann Sells

I am so proud of you today– for I saw in you the beginnings of the man
you will become.
You knew what you did was wrong: I saw it in the sudden widening of
your eyes, the flush in your cheeks, the way your eyes avoided mine,
embarrassment hot in your every pore. Now begins the denial, when
you brace yourself and look unblinking to say it wasn’t you and it wasn’t
what I think. Because it could not possibly be you, you could not possibly have made such a gross error. This will be your highest stature, your
ability to force shame on others for their own fault and dissuade wrath
at your own.
But truth will always bring to light. And this day, you were outraged- (as
a man should be, my love) at the nerve of it to expose you. You finally
let fly your temper! You confessed it was the greatest mistake of your
life. You confessed, and with said confession condemned your priest
to the hearing of it. Ah, and then there was the careful pleading for
forgiveness. And when forgiveness came, the smile. That smile and
the small kiss of a promise you already reserve to break. You learn so
young what charm may pardon.
With a swelling breast I watch as you repeat this process. So glad am I
that you have realized a man’s great fear and attempt so young to battle
it: loneliness – and so there must be other hearts to share his, for if he
is not alone in loneliness, now there’s a comfort. So glad am I that you
have realized a man’s great triumph and strive for it: remembrance. If he
is unforgettable even in a mind of hatred, he has his legacy.
So proud am I of you! For today you made your right of passage, and
took me for the fool.
To my Night Thoughts:
I am writing this to you because I do not know how to reach you. I have
tried every way: imagined beaches laced with foamy tides, listened to
wistful pipes through ear buds at night, counted those sheep into infinite
numbers. But you are obscure and not tangible. Except that perhaps if I
leave this note to you, you might find it in some recess of my mind.
Stop. Please. When I curl into the sheets at night and breathe in the
scent of my pillows or my own skin, I do not want your perpetual
nagging. You berate me with to-do lists. From the simplest forgotten
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grocery to the grudge I hold in a steely grasp.
You’re a shadow I can’t catch. Nor can I find the source to trace you. I
have tried physical exhaustion, sedentary days, heavy meals, no meals,
naps, no naps…and still you find me. I stare up at the ceiling and slowly
watch it fill with your script of things done too much, things done too
little. Leave realization for the dawn. Nighttime is the one time I can
open my eyes and see nothing. Do not fill my darkness with visions unnecessary.
Since when do you think it is right to invade the privacy of my dreams;
to interrupt the storyline of fantasies and sweetness with your ugly
reminders?
I think I stopped you…once. You were mute for just a while; when he
was beside me, and I was enfolded in his arms. There was his breath, his
kiss, his goodnight, and the warmth of him beside me. You left me then.
I closed my eyes. I indulged in happy dreams. Silly, blush-if-told dreams.
And when I awoke, he was there with the morning.
Be silent, just for tonight. Let me be lulled by my memories and not
tortured for what I have forgotten.
I do not ask for sleep, but for rest.
Now, he’s gone. And in the morning you leave me with nothing but
sighs, sweats, tossing, and an empty bed. A day filled with your shadows.
And a fear of my own sheets.
To Daydreams:
You are vengeful creatures, I see it now. Many call you frivolous, childish. They dismiss you, avoid you, and save you for the darkness where
only mute shadows will know. You mock with your accessibility – so
easily we can conjure you up then return to reality. You are our pets,
playthings for our minds. You preoccupy unmotivated thought, and keep
us reaching.
What fools you deem us and rightfully so. We believe we have somehow
tamed ourselves by you – we think that these daydreams are so easily
distinguished from truth. But truth is perspective, is it not? And so you
begin to ally yourself with the shadows; the very thing we think may
hide you from the world. You become that whisper in the back of our
mind, a subtle craving. You morph with prowess into desire.
Suddenly we find ourselves dissatisfied by you. You have become our
standard, and reality shirks at it. We aspire to what we once considered
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frivolous and that is the moment you become victorious, is it not? In
lightness you are disguised, then reveal yourself triumph.
We owe you an invisible debt, I suppose – thanks to you we are constantly striving.
Forgive me but I cannot thank you.
The Dreamer
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Loss

Garrett Hoffman

Quacking questions qualify my quartered conscious.
I awoke this morning to the fading tremors,
marching away into the fog.
Queries armed with axes, caked with the
dried milk of my thoughts.
This attack was precise,
well executed; debilitating.
My hands went first and last, crippling intent.
I am wounded thus like Thor.
Against the World Serpent, my fight was my undoing.
A fright, fruitless, forgettable.
I am cast away into a silent sea,
lamenting, lonely, low.
Courage, a man’s resistance against a flooding tide,
is equally washed ashore among the
natives who inhabit the island
of the Lost whose whispers
pull me deeper into the thicket.
Their chants haunt me, distracted,
I am struck down by the black smoke
of my fear and sleep, wherein I
dream shaggy boars devour my brain,
in need of the thoughts
conquered and taken.
I am no philosopher locked in a hatch with purpose,
pushing a button forever,
keeping the ghosts away. Nor am I
a shepherd, the leader of his
others, forced to watch his daughter
perish for woes not her own.
I build a fire,
craft a shelter,
load a gun.
I arm myself against the jungle.
It’s snaking its way closer,
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charging at me, encircling my
camp. Torches raised,
poised to drop,
poised to burn my pages
from the edges inward.
As my tome blisters and spits
The bulbous visions of my
Tormenting queries appear
to have returned,
axes wetted, bright.
They finish the job,
Just as night begins to creep
Across the future sight
Of my boar-gnawed bones.
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Octocentric
Katie Gaffney
Watercolor
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Cookie

Ryan Moore

A man named Cookie awakes, much like days before, from a dream filled
with red crustaceans. The clawed highly prized seafood means more to
Cookie than almost all else in the world. He wants to live with them;
rational thinking is not a quality Cookie possesses.
Cookie arises from his bed, morning rays of light just beginning to creep
over the windowsill. The lines on his face stretch smooth as he yawns.
The large man takes off his lace nightgown. With his worn hand he
casts the feminine garment aside, putting on in its place an unflattering
floral woman’s mumu.
Before heading towards the door, Cookie stops at a nightstand. The
mirror above it is littered with pictures of a fat woman that resembles
Cookie, and sloppily cut pictures from magazines of the red delicacy of
the sea. Sitting in the middle of the old nightstand is coffee can. Cookie tenderly kisses the can as he would an old friend, if he had any.
Downstairs Cookie prepares for the day, opening a can of tuna. A large,
flea-bitten black cat appears, summoned (undoubtedly) by the low hum
of the electric opener. Cookie empties the tuna onto a dirty plate. The
large man and the mangy cat eat together, silent. He allows the cat to
lick the plate.
Cookie and the cat leave the house. Outside the front door Cookie
steps into an old pair of boots and gathers up a metal cage he uses for
snaring the aquatic invertebrates.
It is a long walk through town. Cookie is used to the looks. The staring
people gawk, laughing at the sight of him. They do not understand him,
of course, he cannot blame them, he does not understand any of them.
Getting to the spot near the inlet where he keeps his rusted boat, Cookie
pets the cat. The cat willing to follow Cookie to the ends of the earth
will not follow to the beginning of the sea. Cookie throws the cage into
the boat and unties the fraying line that keeps him locked to the shore.
As the ample man steps into the boat the cat yowls, as it has nearly every
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day for ten years.
Cookie paddles out to sea. A red and yellow buoy is his destination.
The beacon marks where his friends lay in wait. Cookie reaches the
floating mark, the mark of death for the ones he wishes to join.
Cookie ties his cage to the buoy and drops it into the sea. He then pulls
the rope of his other cage. It does not take Cookie long. His arms
move rhythmically pulling the cage up and into the boat.
Cookie paddles back to land where his companion waits patiently
kneading its paws in the soft earth. His friends from the sea, now his
shipmates, lose moisture. Their gills, slowly drying out, begin to cling
together. Cookie has seen this many times. He does not like to think
about his friends. He thinks himself cruel, a traitor.
Cookie is not the only one who is cruel. And there are some with much
less empathy. Back on the shore there is a young man (or is he an old
boy?). He sees Cookie and his cat every day. He has decided he does
not like Cookie or his cat.
The young man’s father has worked very hard to try to be the only one
selling the favored shellfish of this town. Cookie, however, is not privy
to this man’s goal.
Cookie sees the young man on the shore from a distance. Cookie does
not think twice about the boy.
A yowl, much different from the one earlier pierces the air. Cookie
grows concerned. His concern deepens as a second shriek echoes over
the inlet, resounding. The young man leaves the beach.
Reaching the shore, Cookie’s heart drops. He does not tie up his boat;
he does not take out his caged friends. He only stares. His companion
lies in the dirt, the grass near him dyed red. Cookie picks up his companion.
He doesn’t make a sound on his trip home. Tears run down his cheeks,
and on to the scruffy cat. Not many people laugh this time. They keep
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their distance. Comfort is reserved for those they understand, those
they deem worthy.
Back home Cookie brings his dearest friend up to his bedroom. He
places him down on the nightstand and picks up the coffee can. Curling
into the fetal position Cookie clutches the coffee can, the only remains
of his mother other than the clothes he now wears.
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To Hell With You All

Casey Coleman

Internet passwords that slip through the cracks,
the bimbo holding up the line at the grocery store,
what planet is fifty the same as fifteen?
Reality whores that make more money than the deserving,
all irk me like wipers scraping across a dry windshield.
The jerk who points out my sweat stains,
idiotic professors rewarding teachers pets,
waitresses that don’t bother to check on me,
he who double parks his Mercedes,
pester me like a wad of gum on my size thirteen.
You, talking on the phone in the library,
why not jump on a landmine? It’s quieter.
Cars that drag forty in a sixty-five,
looking at accidents, cause accidents.
Keep it moving, Pennsylvania.
Stores with shirtless mannequins,
what are you selling? Anorexia,
instead of jeans and socks.
I’ll take a receipt for my depression,
makes me want to puke up the dinners she burns.
Melted chocolate on my leather seats from the booger eating menace,
cat dander on my black pants, Fluffy I want to punt you into traffic.
I can’t escape any of it,
but when I drag my foot across your face,
enjoy the Bazooka Joe.
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Fields of Poppies

Ryan D. Oxild

I remember when it was all bliss, all apathy. I hadn’t had a care in
the world. My days were spent in total and complete relaxation, utter relief
of anything on my mind. I had felt like I was gracefully running through a
field of poppies on the most beautiful day of the year, all the time. But now,
oh, how the tide has turned.
I’m locked in this chamber, entangled by destiny. I’m imprisoned
here, with a feeling like maybe I’ll never get out. I’ve spent the past day
here. It’s dark. I don’t get enough to eat, and I’m sick.
I cry out for help. Nobody answers. I beg and I plead. Nobody
responds to my call. I grow sicker with each passing second. As I write this,
this recovery of mine, it’s become my understanding that each word I produce may very well be my last. There is such an enormous strength exerted
on any given syllable. Understand my plea. Understand why I write this to
you.
The sickness is starting to kill. It starts with the stomach and moves
all over my body. I’m in aching, horrible pain, like I played five straight
games in succession. It hurts, and that’s the only thing on my mind. I search
my prison; I tear apart my prison looking for something to take away the
pain. I rip all the drawers out; toss everything on the floor; dismantling the
room, in hopes of finding something; anything, to take away the pain. I find
nothing.
It’s been two days now. I’ve started endangering myself. My arm’s
become a grid of red. There are cuts all over. I did this to myself, something
to take my mind off of the pain. It only made matters worse. The pain is
the worst its ever been now, as if a bus lay on top of my chest, and I haven’t
the strength to remove it.
I beg my capturer to let me out, only for the night. I just need to
get out of here, so desperately. I can see him now. He opens the door to
give me my meal. I run at him, grab him, take him down, and wrestle him to
the ground. He overpowers me, picks me up, slams me against the wall, and
breaks a piece of furniture using my distraught body. He tells me there’s no
way I’m leaving, that the only way out would be to wait and see.
I felt there was no way I knew in my heart and in my soul that I
could go any longer. The pain grows even worse, terrifyingly worse. I pass
out in the midst of it. I can’t take it anymore. I don’t dream. There is only
darkness. I haven’t dreamed for ages.
The rest of my time spent there is all a blur. I can only recall cer-
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tain times. I can see myself banging on the walls, begging for some answers.
I can recall getting none. Time was slow. My mind was burning. I feel like
I’ll never be free. My body will die and my soul will burn.
I wake up. It’s day 5. I feel so much better. My captor finally
unleashes me unto the world. I can finally appreciate the sunrise and the
sunset. I walk down the street, and all I can think is “I’m free.” I survived.
And I know I will never do drugs again.
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Peregrine Falcon

Christina Vela

Ever vigilant,
bolting past clouds like midnight lightning, she
boldly commandeers the skies of Jupiter.
Modifying her form to match a plummeting raindrop,
her hooked beak, tucked iron wings,
and merciless talons knife through the sky.
Tiny nasal baffles baffle the winds, shielding
her nostrils from the crushing pressure of descent,
keeping her lungs from bursting like a crimson-filled balloon.
Too often I’ve failed to take flight.
Renouncing the mundane and
traversing what’s left of the earth
is too tremendous a task for one man
without wings. History bubbles
as my nomadic lineage claws its way up
through centuries and generations of
indigenous South American fathers,
shackled brothers, whip-cracking cousins –
memories – discarded and shoveled
over the resting place of the last known man
who dared call himself Peregrine.
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Central

Nate Hicks
Digital Photography
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The Graduate

Lori Wieczorek

They asked me where I was going,
not knowing their questions cursed my barefoot steps.
Stray pebbles still cut deep into careful flesh and
I can’t cite static statistics to appease their idealization.
Not knowing their questions cursed my barefoot steps,
they want to know the reason for my perfect punctuation,
but I’ve stopped citing static statistics to appease their idealization.
My skin slips off every time I recall the promises I never kept.
Because they still want to know the reason for my perfect punctuation
and I don’t have an explanation to layer over my exploitation.
My brain has wept panicked pulses every time I remember words I never
kept
because years run clockwise on clocks that forget to stop time.
I don’t have an explanation to layer over my exploitation
before those four years twist my essays into recycled bottles
because years run clockwise on clocks that forget to stop time
and turn A’s and B’s into just another letter in my alphabet.
Those four years twist my analytical arguments into recycled bottles,
trading debt for doubts and I’m already hedging bets on my success
because my A’s and B’s just turned into another letter in my alphabet.
We will walk but our legs are filled with lit cockroaches.
Trading debt for doubts and I’m already hedging bets on my success.
Stray pebbles still cut deep into careful flesh and
we will walk but our legs are filled with lit cockroaches.
They asked me where I was going.
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Give and Take

Kait Gilleran

“Just beyond those gates ma’am,” a young woman with a tightlipped smile says. You won’t be calling me ‘”ma’am” after this. I sit
patiently in the waiting room, glancing at magazines—mere picture books
telling tales of youth’s beauty.
“Charlotte Bennett?” A man in a lab coat with a clipboard
approaches. His horn-rimmed face glances at me carelessly. He leads me
down a few hallways, and into a room, where I am told to strip down. My
skin breaks out in goose bumps from the cold. I try not to shiver under his
flippant gaze.
“I don’t have to tell you to keep this to yourself, do I?”
“Of course not, you aren’t the only one sticking their neck out
here.” He nods in assent. It’s not the biggest secret, but it’s far from legal.
“You’re aware of the side effects?”
“Right, right—nausea, sweating-”
“Paranoia, depression, inverse age-”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah…” No time to listen to you—it’s time to get this
plan into motion.
“How many years?”
“Ten.” I brought clothes for the occasion and am looking forward
to walking out in the miniskirt and tight shirt I brought along—too self
aware to think I could just wear them on my way here.
“Only ten?”
“Ten years is a long time.”
“Fifteen isn’t much more.” He wants all my money.
“I have children.”
“Won’t change much, ten years.”
“Twenty-five was a lot different than thirty-five.”
“Your money.” That’s right, I loathe unsolicited opinions.
“You’re going to have to be completely nude for this.” I take off
my bra and underwear; my nipples harden from the sudden exposure to the
cold—bumps rise with them on my colorless skin.
“Lay in here. You’ll only have to be in here for about fifteen
minutes.”
I lay in the black box, and it’s surprisingly warm, maybe this will
be enjoyable, a warm nap. He shuts me in, blackness engulfs me. It’s so
small. I can hardly move my limbs. It’s warm. It’s hot. It’s sweltering. I’m
drenched in sweat. I feel like screaming. Where am I? What am I doing
here? I press my hands to the top of my coffin. I push; the dirt’s holding
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me down. I scream, but no sound comes out. I can’t move. Oh god, is this
what death is? Will I be here forever? Grandma, I’m sorry for putting you
under the ground—you so wanted to be cremated. My eyes glaze, shock.
Paralyzing.
“You really are quite stunning at twenty-five.”
“I told you.”
“Nine thousand then.”
“Do you take cards?”
“Of course.” The girls are going to be so jealous. What a lovely
anniversary gift. I spy my silhouette in the window of the office as I leave,
so tight, so perky. I can’t stop looking.

At home I find that there just aren’t enough mirrors. I buy a few
dozen and line the walls with them. Feng shui, it’s important. I place bowls
of water all over on high tables; I love to see the hard lines of my face in
the flat reflections. Enter Harry.
“You haven’t looked at me for a week.”
“I’m looking at you right now, darling. And you look wonderful.”
He didn’t. I had been looking at my own reflection in his eyes. I grab him
to make a point, our lips press together—his are so cracked.
“Where are the kids?” I ask hopefully, looking for a way out of this
unpleasant situation.
“Down the street at Sarah’s.” He smiles playfully against my lips.
There is little excitement in preplanned copulation.
His rough hands rub against the soft skin of my lower back. I
shudder as I run my hands through his hair and feel the balding patch at the
top. He misunderstands and pulls me closer, sliding his gnarled fingers up
my skirt. I groan in disgust, but it’s easy for him to pretend its pleasure. I
imagine him when we first met to aid in lubrication for the act that follows,
I’d hate to insult the man who made my confidence possible.
It’s the first time seeing the girls since the procedure. Ignoring the
excessive fatigue that has been sporadically plaguing me, I look at myself
in the reflection of a shop window. I straighten my dress and smile broadly
at my reflection, taking a few moments to admire the firm angular shape
of my face. A mixture of nervousness and excitement takes hold as I
tug at my skin, enjoying how little give there is. They notice me, but look
perplexed—as though they might be dreaming. I clear my throat. They
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pull themselves together; looks of shock take over their faces for just a
moment. Then Margaret’s look turns into a bland smile, and Suzan’s a look
of pure sympathy. Jealous bitches.
“How have you guys been?” Play it cool.
“Wonderful, Gerald just got a huge raise—we’ll be able to retire
early,” Margaret says with muted enthusiasm, it’s obvious that she is thrilled.
“Fine,” Suzan intones, her eyes gleaming. Their lack of excitement,
or, at least their lack of overt jealousy about my newfound beauty saddens
me overwhelmingly. For the first time in weeks I feel something besides
ecstasy or disgust.
“Let’s go get lunch then,” I say, ignoring my reflection in the clear
shining glass of the store window.

The skin below my left eye is starting to sag, a bit more than
the right. I’m lacking in symmetry. It’s disgusting. The same thing is
happening to my left breast, at least when they both sagged similarly I had
some vestiges of sexiness to work with. A bit of make-up and a pushup bra, and it’s all solved to everyone else—but my daily hour long body
admiration time in the mirror room is no longer as enjoyable. I keep trying,
but it’s not the same.
I can see my veins, the inner workings of my circulatory system
on display under these fluorescent light bulbs that had somehow been so
flattering just weeks ago. They look different than they used to, wrong. I
sit for a moment, right on the ground. The tile is cold on my ass. I can
feel goose bumps rising. I breathe in and out, suddenly panicked. After
some time, I’m not sure how long—time seems meaningless—I stand. For
a moment I can’t see, lightheaded and dizzy from the sudden change in
position. I’m on the ground again, how did this happen?
I reach for my cell phone and have just enough time to call an
ambulance before I fall into the black.

I come to as I’m being lifted up onto a gurney. Several faces
are looking at me placidly, I stammer out a few “I’m fine’s” before I lose
lucidity once more.

“You’re going to be just fine,” a blurry unfamiliar face lingers above
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me, the sounds of machines beep and whir around my ears.
“Just…fine.” Of course I will be, what the hell is going on?
“You fell faint, called medics,” he responds to my unspoken
question. “Your blood pressure dropped dramatically, we believe you may
have orthostatic hypotension, which is not overly uncommon—but unusual
for your age, or so I thought. I did a blood test to find out exactly how old
you are. Forty-five years old, it’s ludicrous. How on earth have you kept so
fit?”
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Peirced Ears, Fiercest Fears
my pierced ears
are what seem to be
my father’s fiercest fears
laughing at
the thought of holes
in my basement
the soul of my home’s foundation
just to think
i’m on the brink
of doing something so distinct
to my own foundation.
the place where circulation
of my own frustration
has led to the brief contemplation
of the smallest situation
no
the sun of disappointment
the sky where animal shaped clouds
are just the evaporation
of a wide array of lakes
the horizontal
back and forth
exercise of the neck
that succeeds most children’s
imagination
18 years have come and gone
with the clouds that weren’t
lobster claws or
lion manes or
turtle shells or
smoke lines of planes
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Adam Melchor

that never fell or
spelled anything at all to me
how easy for me
would it be
to stick the sharpest probe
through my floppy lobes and
legally not have to worry
about the infection
that would be most sure to
arrive anytime soon
the point is in
the apple stationary
behind my listening devices
but the crisis that is welded
into my head
like paper and pens
are writer’s friend:
my father.
he left it open
for me to interpret
but the urge is
so imminent
to only do
what’s best for him
as he had done
what’s best for me
the dinners he had missed
with the family
for the family
the paintings
the writings
the artwork
the shows that were live
he has never seen
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to keep our home
peaceful and serene
the yard work
that he’s focused on
instead of helping me
with songs
for more than
20 minutes long
but 20 minutes long
is all he’s got
before the
rewind
rewash memoir
that he could recite
in perfect time
for the same cost
of using my right hand
to somehow show
that this is for me
because when he asks me
why i want to do it
saying i don’t know
just doesn’t fit
the epiphany’s symphony
plays through my hole-less ears
just like his son’s well being
played through his hole-less fears
my fathers eyes
have never teared
and the scars of his sights
and teachings so bright
is something
i want to pass on
to the blessed objects
of my life
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the meaning of word’s foundation
a son’s demonstration
of the love
that’s passed
from generation to generation
in my father’s constellation
it’s more than a
fashion statement
and i’m not looking to be
on society’s dirty place set
just the participation
to carry on the scars
in the beauty itself
and also the meanings
within him
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Untitled

Ebony Vizcarrondo

Granddaddy sported leather black over his arms like tattoos,
poetry of the body left from his finger tips,
his congos booming the low lit cabinet,
everyone seemed to enjoy beingcrampedlikethat.
It was the 1960’s and colors mattered more,
footsteps were rhythmic,
so were the conversations,
so was the abuse.
She wore pigtails and high-waist bell bottoms,
they met at a revolution.
He was the king of rolled up cigar skins,
dark and injured like his family,
an Obscure last name in an obscure Aguadilla,
the bongos echoed a chant of trees we hung from once before.
Their bodies need bonding for the sake of the world’s future.
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Play

Lauren Criscuolo

(LARRY, JASON, and KATHERINE are sitting, eating together
on their lunch break. They are sitting in the break room of the Utilidor,
which is located below Magic Kingdom in Disney World. You can see many
actors still dressed up as their character in the break room. KATHERINE
and LARRY are wearing the bottom pieces of their mascot costume for the
Disney characters they play in the park. LARRY is wearing a Mickey Mouse
costume, the head is on the floor next to his feet. JASON is wearing a full
Captain Jack Sparrow costume while he is eating a sandwich. KATHERINE is wearing the bottom piece of the Minnie Mouse costume with the
mascot head also on the floor by her feet. They all have only three minutes
left until their break is over.)
LARRY
The mom kept annoying me to take more pictures with her family because
her son’s eyes were always closed in every single one…(LARRY points to
himself) that’s not my fault!!
(LARRY takes a bite of his sandwich)
KATHERINE
Yea...I feel like we always deal with the crazy moms who want to take the
perfect picture…
(JASON keeps doing gestures like Jack Sparrow while KATHERINE and
LARRY look at him strangely)
JASON
(talking like Jack Sparrow) That’s better than the time I was dressed up in
Hollywood Studios at Tower of Terror and a mom pinched me butt (pauses
and eats a bite of his sandwich and says with a mouth full...) I didn’t even
know what to do so I just let her go...
KATHERINE
Jason, we’re not working anymore, you can stop with the Jack Sparrow accent.
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JASON
You may kill me, but you may never insult me!
KATHERINE
Oh God, now he’s starting with the Jack Sparrow quotes…
(KATHERINE and LARRY shake their heads and start on with a new
conversation)
LARRY
Ever think about how weird it is? (Looks at KATHERINE)
KATHERINE
What is weird?
LARRY
That we are dating, and I am the mascot for Mickey and you are the mascot
for Minnie…
KATHERINE
(KATHERINE gives LARRY a weird look and pause) How is that weird?
(pause) Us just dating and working together is weird? Or… (stops her sentence and LARRY starts talking)
(JASON takes a sip of his soda waiting for the answer from LARRY)
LARRY
No…the fact that we are dating in real life (pause) and Mickey and Minnie
are brother and sister
(JASON spits out his soda from laughing) (KATHERINE gives LARRY a
weird look)
KATHERINE
…what are you talking about? (KATHERINE sits straight up) Mickey and
Minnie are like (short pause) together
LARRY
Wait...what? (LARRY looks amazed and looks at KATHERINE and JASON with a shocked face) I never knew that Mickey and Minnie were an
item
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(JASON laughs and goes back to his regular voice and gestures)
JASON
What did you think about Daisy and Donald?
LARRY
Oh, I knew they were an item...
KATHERINE
Yea, they are together…how did you not know this? Especially for someone
who’s playing Mickey in the park...
LARRY
Well…don’t they have separate houses?
JASON
Well in Magic Kingdom they do
LARRY
People talk about how this is the happiest place on earth…how can it be
the happiest place on earth when Mickey and Minnie are having such bad
relationship problems that they can’t live together?
JASON
I think it’s just to show that there’s a girl house and a boy house, not because they are fighting! (JASON laughs)
LARRY
Well, in I Love Lucy they had Lucy and Ricky in different beds, and I don’t
know if that was to imply that they weren’t having sex…but like, why don’t
they just do that to Mickey and Minnie? They can have them living together,
and their beds can be separated, I am even fine with that. And I don’t think
parents would be mad at Mickey and Minnie sharing a bed…I think it’s nice,
those mice should do whatever the hell they want.
(JASON and KATHERINE are sitting at the table laughing hysterically,
KATHERINE is on the verge of tears from laughing so hard)
JASON
But I don’t know if they are actually girlfriend and boyfriend, or if they are
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actually married…but they have like, all of those stores where people can
get Mickey and Minnie wedding stuff...
(A guy, SCOTT, walks by dressed up as Captain Hook)
LARRY
Hey Scott!
(SCOTT looks over to LARRY)
SCOTT
Hey Larry, Katherine, Jason...whats up?
LARRY
Did you know that Mickey and Minnie were an item?
SCOTT
Oh…yea…they totally smash! I mean…think about it… Lindsay Lohan
was with Disney for a few years, and now she’s a whore...Vanessa Hudgens
was with Disney, and now she won’t stop sending out naked pictures…
Christy Carlson Romano from Even Stevens was with Disney and then she
was in a nude movie, now look at Miley Cyrus...she’s goin’ wild… soo based
on that I would say that Minnie is more than willing to perform vulgar
degrading sexual acts at any time without hesitation...soooo I am pretty sure
that Minnie is a whore
KATHERINE
Woah, someone thought deeply into this
SCOTT
Hey, it all makes sense...doesn’t it?
LARRY AND JASON
I agree with him! (points to SCOTT)
SCOTT
Yea, dude…face the facts, Minnie and Mickey are wild…alright dude, gotta
go back to work! See ya!
(SCOTT walks away)
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KATHERINE
That guy really knows how to make someone uncomfortable…
JASON
Can’t you just imagine it? (Does a Mickey Mouse Voice) Ho-ho, Minnie lets
get it on!
LARRY
Well I am just saying that if Mickey and Minnie wanna have mice babies, I
am totally fine with it…
JASON
Wait…Larry...stop talking about that, our boss is coming over…
(Their boss, MARK comes over and does a hand signal to let them know
that they need to go back to work, JASON throws out his lunch and goes
into the elevator to go back to the floor level in Magic Kingdom. KATHERINE grabs her stuff and shakes her head.)
KATHERINE
I still cannot believe you thought that Mickey and Minnie were brother and
sister…
MARK
…what are you guys talking about?
KATHERINE
Larry thought that Mickey and Minnie were brother and sister.
LARRY
Yea…I thought it was reasonable, but now I am realizing that it’s not…
MARK
….and you are working here as Mickey in Disney? Ever think about how I
have you and Katherine holding hands through the park?
LARRY
I honestly thought they had a weird relationship, I don’t know how mice
family relationships work and I thought they were just very friendly
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MARK
…and I have Katherine kiss your cheek so it is Mickey and Minnie kissing
LARRY
I…thought it was a weird relationship
(LARRY and KATHERINE put their mascot heads back on and walk back
into the Crystal Palace and LARRY sees many couples wearing Mickey and
Minnie clothing and wedding hats with Mickey and Minnie ears)
LARRY
It makes so much more sense to me now…
(LARRY and KATHERINE go back to taking pictures and signing autographs for children in the park. Scene ends)
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Contributor’s Notes
Calvin Bloom loves to write stuff and never show any one. The only place
where he has really started to show people his writing is in the Intro to
Writing course he’s taking this semester and that is because the whole class
is based around it. Ever since, he’s been doing it more often and he has
to say, it is cheaper than therapy. Being able to make stories out of all the
issues that he’s having in life is a sort of catharsis. He loves reading and
writing about things that interest him.
Connor James Bosworth is a twenty-year-old child who enjoys moonlit
walks on the beach, music, and conversation. In his free time he often finds
himself playing folk music and reading. Given the opportunity, he would
own many exotic pets and animals. He started writing poetry after an eyeopening week stay at a hospital. It was a frightening experience that he will
look back on with solemn reverence for the rest of his life. He thanks God
for getting him out and for allowing him to write.
Michael Cadmus is from Clifton, NJ. He is a senior at Montclair State,
where he will graduate in May with a degree in English Education.
Casey Coleman was born in the waiting room of the hospital. He writes
because he can.
Lauren Criscuolo is a senior at Montclair State University. She is studying
elementary education with an English concentration. She is involved in
MSU Players on campus and loves to act. She finds passion through acting,
writing, and staying involved in theater. Lauren wants to become an elementary school teacher and always incorporate her love of
theater into the classroom.
Glenn Dungan is a creative writing minor who co-authored and directed
a play performed at his high school. He views writing as a conduit for his
stress and finds it very therapeutic. He aspire to be an accomplished novelist and wishes to make his passion more than a hobby.
Timothy DuWhite:
Tim writes poems. Tim
is a man of few words. Tim
is a paradox.
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Christian Felicioli has been writing for as long as he can remember, and often uses it as a way to express the emotions he is feeling. He was a member
of Mobius, the literary journal at Glen Rock High School, and was published in said journal twice. He has participated in NaNoWriMo in 2011 and
2012, and he typically writes fiction in both short story and novel format.
Katie Gaffney is a wee freshman Nutrition major with a minor in Art and
Design Studio. Back in the day, she was an editor for her high school’s art
and literary magazine, Parallax. Now, she is rather intimidated by the prose
and artwork created by the big kids. In her spare time, Katie likes reading
about enzymes, running indefinitely, and pistachios.
Kait Gilleran is a lovely young lass set out to graduate from MSU with an
English major and minors in Creative Writing and Classics in Spring 2013.
She enjoys reading, writing, drinking gin, and long walks in the rubble of
imaginary dystopic worlds.
Joshua Greene is a nomadic native of New Jersey and aspiring writingwho
hopes to, in due time, publish and produce some original works.
Elizabeth Hammonds is a senior at Montclair State and is on the E-board
of Speaking Through Silence. She performs slam poetry and loves creative
writing. She is also a skilled artist if she may say so herself. She loves literature and hopes she never stray away from the art of poetry.
Nate Hicks is a senior working toward BFA in Graphic Design. Having worked with mostly Traditional and Studio Art before college, being
dropped into this field was a rough change. After four years of learning
the curriculum and creating his own style, he has now established a generous mix of both the Traditional Art of his past and the Digital Art he has
learned as a GD student.
Garrett Hoffman has been writing poetry for nearly five years and recently
started writing fiction. He is currently a junior at MSU and some of his biggest inspirations are Robert Frost, T.S. Eliot, and Anne Sexton.
Michael Keane is a Junior studying both English and Film as well as creative
writing and Classics. He hopes to become a film director as well as a novelist working in all aspects of the fields already having experience within the
media. This will be his debut in writing pieces within the magazine.
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Moses Maiello is a freshman studying Animation and Illustration. This will
be his debut piece in college and he is thrilled to be a part of the process.
When asked about his work his response was, “I enjoy making orgasms
with my art.”
Diane Mangru is a writer, but her language does not have the words to
express the in-betweens and kind-ofs that she is. But she is a writer. Not
the type that writes novels, or dramas, or screenplays. A writer who writes
words in ways that works well with whispers. Without words, she is mislabeled. Without words, she is a writer. But when she finds them, she is a
poet.
Ann Marie Manso is a Junior year English Education major. She is a page
poet who has recently fallen in love with the world of stage poetry. Ann
Marie is also a decorated officer of the Grammar Police. She has recently
been elevated to the rank of detective.
Adam Melchor is a junior Vocal Performance major at Montclair State. He
writes songs, poems, and is pretty much always seen wearing a black sweatshirt. Say hi to him, he’s friendly.
Ryan Moore began studying at Montclair one year ago. He enjoys writing
screenplays and the occasional flash fiction. He also very much likes bleak
Sunday mornings and stale apple pie.
Michael A. Morelli is a student of Philosophy in his Senior year at MSU.
Johnny Muller likes television shows about prisons. He like documentaries
about serial killers even more. One day, he will have a dog named Begsby.
He will build a full-scale, functional, model guillotine. During the summer,
he will use his guillotine to slice watermelons for the neighbors. In the winter, he will use it to sled down frozen golf courses. He likes weird.
Ryan Oxild is a Freshman at Montclair State University studying English.
This is his first publication in The Normal Review. When asked about his
writing, he says, “I enjoy producing orgasm with my words.”
Chris Rodriguez is a poet, a spoken word artist, and an educator. He has
performed and competed various times in poetry such as The Nuyorican
Poets Cafe Wednesday Slam, Urbana Slam, LouderARTS, Loser’s Slam,
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and much more. In April of 2012, Chris was a member of the MSU Slam
Team that took sixth place in the College Unions Poetry Slam Invitational, a
national competition with 48 participating college teams. As a teacher, Chris
hopes to use poetry as a creative tool to engage students in dialectic questioning, self-discovery, and collaboration. Chris believes in literature, and he
hopes that you do too.
Anna Ryabtsov is currently a senior in the B.F.A program studying photography and Psychology.
Tyann Sells is in her senior year at MSU where she has spent her undergrad
studying Filmmaking. Her heart has always been for storytelling in any of
its forms, particularly film.
Elizabeth “Liz” Smith is considered to be the Taylor Swift of Beat poetry.
She is a senior this year.
Sara Stricker is a girl who thoroughly enjoys good grammar, short walks on
the beach, and sci-fi/fantasy books. After attending grad school, she wants
to go into the publishing field as an editor for young adult fiction books.
She’s been writing since she could hold a crayon, and doesn’t plan to stop.
Christian Vela is a senior English Education major from Jersey City, NJ. As
he wraps up his final semester at MSU, he is extremely busy gearing up for
the next adventure and looking forward to using the post-graduation freedom to get lost, scribble some words, and maybe convince a kid or two that
there is true power behind those seemingly dull lines of text.
Ebony Vizcarrondo is a Senior at Montclair State University who dabbles in
the arts and is terrible at writing mini-bios.
Lori Wieczorek writes because the sensation of creation is one of the only
things that feels utterly right. She began writing angsty poetry in middle
school and evolved to understand that life isn’t about hormonal spikes. Life
is about slanted perception and seemingly insignificant moments. Over the
last two years her creativity has stemmed from what life had in store for her.
Patrick A. Wolkoff is a Senior studying English at Montclair State University. When asked to write a biography he responded with, “( 0))) Four Two
Seven Nine Nine Nine (((0ne) // ((hissingradiator // in sense burning)”.
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